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Abstract 
The key question of perception is how we manage to get an accurate, 
unambiguous and phenomenologically complete perception of the real world from 
proximal stimuli which are generally ambiguous and sometimes incomplete. 
Given a pattern as a visual input, we usually interpret it in one form although, in 
general, many interpretations of the pattern are possible. 
A study of the perceptual preference of partially occluded objects in two 
dimensional line drawings is presented. Two types of interpretations are 
considered, mosaic and completion. The interpretation is based on global as well 
as local simplicity. 
Global simplicity is measured by an information-load based on Leeuwenberg's 
model of coding theory and a minimum principle. The problems arising from this 
model are discussed and a solution based on an accessibility criterion is 
elaborated. However, this criterion alone does not solve the problem of local 
effect phenomena. 
Interpretations based on local cue information are then examined, and the issue of 
global versus local minima is considered from a computational perspective. In 
conclusion, a machine model of preference based on both local and global 
considerations is proposed, and its results compared to the results of 
psychological experiments on perceptual preference. 
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1.1 MAN AND MACHINE AS PERCEIVERS 
Man has always had difficulty understanding the role played 
by his eyes in perceiving the world around him (Levine, 
1985). According to Levine, it was not until the early part 
of the seventeenth century that Kepler was able to theorize 
the correct geometric analysis of image formation in the eye 
when he stated: 
"Vision is brought about by a picture of the thing formed on 
the white concave surface of the retina. That which is to 
the right outside is depicted on the left of the retina, 
that to the left, on the right, that above, below, and that 
below, above .... Green is depicted green, and in general 
things are depicted by whatever colour they have." 
(cf. Levine, 1985) 
But man has also been aware of the capability of his vision. 
According to Lindberg (1976), optical phenomena have 
attracted the attention of mankind since the beginnings of 
human history. Modern theory of vision was founded by Alhazen 
in the early twelfth century and later became the basis of 
Kepler's theory of the retinal image. Since then work on 
vision has constantly been persued in diverse dimensions of 
research. 
Since the advent of computers researchers have tried to 
develop a machine which can perceive and recognise objects in 
a given scene; in other words, man has been trying to build 
a seeing machine. Computer vision or rather computer-based 
machine vision has been a goal of many research groups. 
However, it has proved exceptionally difficult to achieve, 
despite the relentless effort by many. This difficulty was 
acknowledged by Marr (1982) when he wrote: 
"The first great revelation was that the problems are 
difficult. Of course, these days this fact is a common 
place. But in the 1960s almost no one realized that machine 
vision was difficult. The field had to go through the same 
experience as the machine translation fi.eld did in its 
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fi.ascos of the 1950s before i. t was at last real i.zed that 
here were some problems that had to be taken seri.ously. The 
reason for thi.s mi.sconcepti.on i.s that we humans are 
ourselves so good at vi.si.on." 
(Marr ,1982) 
Wade and Swanston (1991) attributed the difficulty to the 
unsui tabi 1 i ty of current computer architecture for the 
simulation of biological information processing. The other 
possible reason, which is perhaps more relevant, is that we 
simply do not have a clear enough idea about the way in which 
perceptual processes operate for us to be able to recreate 
them in a computer system. 
What kind of machine do we actually envisage? According to 
Boreham (1983), a computer which can inspect the image and 
construct for itself an abstract representation, is virtually 
a perceiving machine. A fundamental requirement for a perfect 
form of communication between man and machine, is that the 
computer's representation of the image should match the 
human's representation of the image, and should change when 
the human changes his. But this is not always achievable. 
Usually human perceptual interpretation of images are at 
variance with, and may be in excess of, the information 
contained in the intensity array. Many believe that what is 
not available in the intensity array but available in the 
interpretation must have been contributed by man's perceiving 
system in the form of experience and assumptions. In this 
respect the computer's perception of image will not be the 
same as human's. The question is how could it be made the 
same or at least functionally the same? We have to understand 
more about human perceptual system and at the same time be 
able to exploit psychological understandings in computer 
technology. Thus to study the theories of visual perception 
in order to determine a good computational model of visual 
interpretation is worth of attention. 
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Such study involves the domains of both psychologists and 
computational vision researchers. Both sides must recognised 
the need to work hand in hand and to complement each other. 
The assumption that the development of machine vision has 
nothing to do with the functioning of biological vision is 
misleading. Although historically perceptual organization is 
not a focus of the computer vision community, it has played a 
major role in the psychological study of human vision. 
Currently, biological vision is the only major source of 
evidence available upon which we can base our work on vision. 
On the other hand, psychologists may have some skepticism 
about the abi 1 i ty of computer scientists, with their 
pragmatic algorithms, to contribute something to biological 
vi si on. This skepti cism is not healthy because it can be 
shown that work on computer vision has greatly enhance 
psychologist's understanding of the nature of human vision 
itself. This thesis implies that in order to realize a 
perceiving machine, we have to nourish understanding and 
goodwill between experimental psychologists and computational 
vision researchers. 
1.2 HUMAN PERCEPTUAL PREFERENCE 
Visual perception is the comparison of visual input with 
existing models of the real world. Given a pattern as a 
visual input, we usually interpret the pattern in one form 
although, in general, it can be interpreted in many different 
forms. For example, even for simple line drawings like the 
one shown in Figure 1.1, three different interpretations can 
be predicted for the object between the circle and the 
square, but most people will see it as a circle. Different 
contexts and orientations may give rise to different 
perceptual preferences. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
The middle object in the pattern can be interpreted as in 
(a), (b), (c) or (d) but most people will prefer (d). 
FIGURE 1.1 
For example, in Figure 1.2, (a) is likely to be interpreted 
as (b) which consists a£ two objects, a bigger object on top 
of a smaller one which acts as a strong support because of 
its rhombus like ·shape, even though it can also be 
interpreted as in (c), a triangle which is partly occluded by 
a rectangle. The same pattern, but in a different 
orientation, as shown in Figure 1.3 (a), might be interpreted 
differently. It can be interpreted as two different objects, 
one on top of.the other; or it can be perceived as a single 
object containing something, for example, a bottle filled 
with water to its neck. Yet other person may interprets it as 
two overlapping objects, the top being part of a triangle-
like object, partially occluded by the rectangle. On the 
other hand, in other situations, what we perceive may not 
correspond truthfully with reality. This is illustrated by 
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(a) (b) (c) 
The object in (a) can be interpreted as in (b) or (c) (The 
rectangle in (c) is not shown). 
FIGURE 1. 2 
\ I 
(a) 
\ I 
(b) (c) (d) 
(a) can be interpreted as in (b), (c) or (d). (The rectangle 
in (d) is not shown). 
FIGURE 1.3 
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the famous Muller-Lyer illusion as shown in Figure 1.4. The 
two parallel lines which are consistently perceived as being 
of different length, in fact are the same length. 
The Muller-Lyer illusion. The two parallel lines are of 
equal length but may not be so perceived. 
FIGURE 1.4 
There surely are some factors which dictate human perceptual 
preference, be it from inside (for example, knowledge or 
experience) or from the stimulus pattern itself. The thesis 
tries to explore these factors and identifies those which are 
relevant to human perceptual preferences. 
1.3. MEASURING PERCEPTUAL PREFERENCE 
We perceive the world around us, but getting useful 
measurement of this experience is not an easy task. Human 
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VlSlon relies on a very large number of relatively simple 
computations which occur in parallel. According to Wade and 
Swanston (1991), many of the computing elements which are 
interconnected in a complex manner can alter as a result of 
experience. If this is true, then it can be deduced that 
perceptual preference can also be altered by experience. When 
we perceive objects we do experience a stronger preference 
toward some interpretations over other(s), even though most 
of the time we have only one preference. But how do we 
measure the strength of these preferences? Psychologists are 
needed to explore the parameters involved in order for 
computational vision researchers to devise models based on 
those parameters. 
In the context of the perception of line drawing objects in 
partial occlusion, Coding Theory employs information load as 
a measure of perceptual preference based on a minimum 
principle. A considerable portion of the arguments and 
discussions in the thesis are developed from this theory and 
its measurement criterion. 
1.4 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
The thesis is organized into eight related chapters. Chapter 
one provides the premise for studying human vision and its 
relation to the long standing goal of building a perceiving 
machine. It focuses on perceptual preference and highlights 
the need for a measuring criterion. 
The necessary background on perceptual organization and 
theories of visual perception is presented in Chapter two. 
Fundamentals on Gestalt psychology are also discussed in this 
chapter. A 1 iterature survey of computational vision is 
presented in Chapter three. Several computational models 
based on line drawing interpretations are also studied. 
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Chapter four presents some major principles in visual form 
perception. The arguments for and against each principles 
lead to a conclusion that a concrete measurement criteria is 
necessary to support the claims made by those principles. A 
study of Coding Theory and one of the measurement criteria, 
the accessibility criterion, is covered in Chapter five. 
A formal definition of the concept of occlusion in line 
drawings is given in Chapter six. From there on the problem 
of local effect phenomena is discussed and probable solutions 
are considered. Deliberations on local and global factors are 
detailed in Chapter seven, and a new interpretation strategy 
based on local and global considerations is then proposed. 
Chapter eight summarizes a number of fundamental points 
before venturing into some issues on implementation of this 
strategy. The chapter concludes with some suggestions for 
further works. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Perception is the study of the way we gather and interpret 
information about the world around us. In fact everything we 
know about the world is based upon perceptual information 
(Matlin, 1983). According to Hochberg (1978), we study 
perception in order to explain our observation of the world 
around us. The question of interest is how proximal stimuli 
from an object in the real world are organized into an 
interpretation which is preferred by the observer. An object 
can project an infinite number of image configurations onto 
the retina, yet one will perceive only a particular 
interpretation at any given time even though that 
interpretation might change over a certain time period. Most 
theorists agree that perceptual organization derives from a 
small set of visual primitives and the question of the 
principle(s) which determine the perceptual organization of 
these primitives is of prime interest to both human and 
computational vision researchers. 
The key question of perception is how we manage to get an 
accurate, unambiguous and phenomenologically complete 
perception of the real world from proximal stimuli which are 
generally ambiguous and sometimes incomplete. Certainly in 
order to arrive at our perception of an object we need to 
detect not only the stimulus information from the object, but 
we also have to organize that information into veridical and 
meaningful percepts. This is the central theme of perceptual 
organization. 
Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) offer the definition of 
perceptual organization as " the process by which particular 
relationship among potentially separate stimulus elements 
(including parts, features, and dimensions) are perceived 
(i.e., selected from alternative relationships) and in turn 
guide the interpretation of those elements". The term 
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perceptual organization has two different meanings for the 
Gestalt psychologists, one referred to the formation of units 
as a result of grouping of their elements, which Rock (1986) 
termed as "grouping", and the other referred to how the 
grouped elements appear as a whole based on the 
interrelationship of the elements, and to avoid confusion 
Rock termed the latter as "configuring". 
Theories of perceptual organization must account for and try 
to explain the role of experience, familiarity, and 
attention. They must also address the question of why some 
stimuli are multistable, why certain interpretations are 
preferred over others, how figure-ground segregation is 
achieved, and how perception of parts affect the perception 
of the whole. One of the problems of perceptual organization 
is that we are not very sure whether perceptual units exist, 
and if they exist, what precisely they are and how they 
become organized to yield perceived object. Advocates of the 
psychophysi col theory of perception (Gi bsonian' s direct 
theory), the theory which assumes that all the necessary 
information for veridical perception of the world is 
available in the ambient light in our environment and can be 
"picked up" as the observer's eyes move about (Rock,1986; 
Gibson,1979), do not seek such explanation because they deny 
any need for a process of organization. 
2.2 THEORIES OF PERCEPTION 
According to Matl in (1983), theories of perception were 
proposed as early as 2000 years ago by the Greek 
philosophers, but from more recent past we can gather four 
approaches to perception, namely the empiricist approach, the 
Gestalt approach, the Gibsonian approach, and the information 
processing approach. 
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The empiricist approach, introduced by Berkeley in 1709 and 
later extended by Helmhol tz in 1806, states that all 
information is derived from sensory perceptions and 
experiences. This approach emphasizes the role of previous 
experience and learning in perception. On the other hand, the 
Gestalt approach (named after Gestalt psychologists) takes 
the view that the objects are perceived as well-organized 
wholes rather than as isolated separate parts. This approach 
also stresses that shape perception is inborn and learning is 
relatively unimportant. 
The Gibsonian approach (named after J.J.Gibson) stresses that 
stimuli in our environment are rich with information, 
therefore according to this approach perception is direct and 
we do not need to perform calculation based on past 
experiences in order to interpret proximal stimuli from 
objects around us. 
The other approach to perception is based on the information 
processing theory. It assumes that information is handled by 
a series of interconnected stages which usually fit into a 
model. For example, Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) propose a 
model which shows that the information from our sensory 
receptors passes first into a very brief sensory storage, 
then to short-term memory, and then to long-term memory. This 
approach stresses the fact that sensation, perception, and 
other higher mental processes are interconnected rather than 
isolated from each other (Matlin,1983). 
In a more recent study, Rock (1983) points out three theories 
of perceptions which are related to the approaches mentioned 
above. They are the stimulus theory, the cognitive theory, 
and the spontaneous interaction theory . The cognitive theory 
and the spontaneous interactive theory are both termed as the 
constructive theory. 
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According to the stimulus theory, for every distinct kind of 
perceptual property there is a unique stimulus reaching the 
sense organ. In short, this theory suggests that each 
perceptual property can be explained by a unique stimulus. 
This theory seems to support the Gibsonian approach. 
Obviously its inadequacy is that there is a lack of a 
one_to_one correlation between local stimulus and percept, as 
we sometimes notice; depending on other conditions the same 
stimulus can produce different percepts (e.g., dimensional 
ambiguity), and conversely different stimuli can result in 
the same percept (e.g., constancy), (Rock,1983). 
The constructive theory takes a different view to resolve the 
problem posed by the lack of a one_to_one correlation between 
local stimulus and percept by maintaining that the 
determinant of a perception is not the stimulus alone. One 
view of the constructive theory regards perception as a 
result of complex interaction between the stimulus and other 
events that follow stimulation such as the effect of 
context, colour, contrast, constancy, illusion and the like. 
This view is known as the spontaneous interaction theory. 
This theory was developed and elaborated by the Gestalt 
psychologists. It explains perceptual organization in terms 
of various descriptive laws which are governed by spontaneous 
interactions between the stimuli. This also explains the 
Gestalt approach to visual perception. 
Another view of the constructive theory maintains that the 
correlate of perception is not the stimulus per se but 
interpretations or inferences made from it concerning the 
object or event in the real world that produced it. This also 
takes into account the role of other mental activities and 
faculties such as learning, memorizing, decision making, 
hypothesizing, deduction, assumption, construction, 
judgement, and the like. Rock (1983) termed this view as the 
cognitive theory. In essence the cognitive theory is in 
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support of the empiricist approach, but Rock categorically 
specified that he was not including under cognitive theory 
the kind proposed by Berkeley (1709) or Titchener (1926), 
though he maintained that Helmholtz (1867) advocated this 
kind of theory. 
As for the information processing approach, Rock does not 
consider information processing as a specific theory about 
perception because according to him information processing is 
a program for analyzing the stages of processing that are 
assumed to occur from the moment of stimulation to the 
ultimate cognition, decision, or action. As such, according 
to Rock, the approach seems to be theoretically neutral 
(Rock,1983). Marr (1982) has a different view of information 
processing. In fact one of Marr's contribution is his attempt 
to clarify our thinking about information processing systems. 
To him information processing must be understood at different 
levels of explanation: the computational theory, the 
algorithm, and the implementation. The first level of 
explanation leads to a computational approach to visual 
perception. This approach is quite rigorous in the sense 
that any conception about visual perception must be proved to 
work when implemented in machine. In other words, according 
to this approach, visual process is computable and thus it 
can be written as computer algorithms. One of the arguments 
against this approach though is that current machines still 
cannot cope with the ri eh phenomena logical contents of 
biological vision, and the lack of treatment of this aspect 
remains one of the weaknesses of the computational approach. 
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2.3 GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY AND PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION 
The Gestalt school of psychology was first started by 
Weitheimer in 1912 when he observed the apparent motion not 
of individual dots but of whales or fields in images 
presented sequentially (Marr,1982). 
Weitheimer has pointed out that, if some parts of the field 
begin to move at the same time and in a uniform way, they 
become at once a moving unit. In other words, if a "common 
fate" actually determines sensory grouping, it does so as a 
factor of primary sensory organization rather than via 
process of learning (Kohler,1947). In fact Weitheimer defined 
a Gestalt as a whole whose characteristics are determined, 
not by the characteristic of its individual elements, but by 
the internal nature of the whole (Katz,1951). According to 
Kohler (1947) "Gestalt" has two meanings, beside the 
connotation of shape or form as an attribute of things, it 
has the meaning of a concrete entity per se. When we speak of 
Gestalt psychology , it refers to a specific object and to 
organization. 
The Gestalt psychologists investigated three areas of visual 
perception which still play a central role in the 
understanding of perceptual organization; they are the laws 
of grouping, figure-ground relationship, and figural goodness 
(popularly known as the law of Pragnanz). 
The laws of grouping 
i. The law of proximity or nearness. 
Other things being equal, in a total stimulus situation those 
elements which are closest to each other tend to form groups. 
For example, we tend to see the grey dots in Figure 2.1 (a) 
as four distinct groups of dots, in (b) the dots are 
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organized into rows , whereas in (c) they are organized into 
columns. 
ii. The law of similarity. 
When more than one kind of element is present, those which 
are similar tend to form groups. Elements can be similar in 
many different ways, for example, they can be similar in 
size, shape, colour, or orientation . Figure 2.2 illustrates 
groupings by similarity, keeping some other factors as 
constant. For example, in Figure 2.2(a) since the objects are 
of the same shape and are at an equal distance from each 
other, the only dominant organizing factor is size; thus the 
objects are grouped by size. Similarly in Figure 2.2(b), 
since the objects are of different sizes, they are grouped by 
other organizing factor, for example, shape. In Figure 
2.2(c), objects are grouped by colour, and in Figure 2.2(d) 
they are grouped by orientation . 
• 
. 
. 
. 
.. 
• •
• 
'· .. , ... 
(a) (b) (c) 
Groupings by proximity. 
FIGURE 2.1 
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• • 
• 
(a) 
•o• 
oeo 
0 
(c) 
• • 
(b) 
(d) 
Groupings by similarity. (a) similarity in size, 
(b) similarity in shape, (c) similarity in colour, 
and (d) similarity in orientation. 
FIGURE 2.2 
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111. The law of good counter or good continuation. 
Parts of a figure which have a good continuation or exhibit 
common destiny tend to be seen as one unit. A continuous 
contour or line is more stable than a broken one. That is why 
we tend to perceive Figure 2.3 as two continuous lines, AB 
and CD, rather than two lines, AC and BD, which contain 
angles of intersection. 
B 
The four line segments are perceived as two continuous 
lines, AB and CD, rather than discontinuous lines, AC 
and BD. 
FIGURE 2.3 
iv. The law of closure. 
We tend to perceive things in closed form, even an open 
region with small gap(s) tends to be perceived as a closed 
form as shown in Figure 2. 4(a). Regions with closed 
boundaries tends to be seen as one unit. For example, in 
Figure 2.4 (b) and (c), despite other organizing factors, 
parenthesis and brackets are grouped according to closure. 
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(a) 
J [ J [ J [ J [ J [ J [ ] ·[ 
(b) 
)()()()()()()() c 
(c) 
FIGURE.2.4 
v. The law of common fate. 
Elements which move together in a similar manner or 
direction will be perceived as belonging to a group. 
vr. The law of experience. 
Katz (1951) pointed out another law which he termed as the 
law of experience when he referred to interpretation of 
symbolic forms. He stated that comprehension of symbolic 
forms is partly dependent on the circumstances under which 
they were learned. It is interesting to note here that, 
according to Katz (1951) one of Gestalt psychology's greatest 
achievements was to point out that the earlier psychology 
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exaggerated the effect of individual experience and 
overlooked form-building factors which made such experience 
possible in the first place. He stressed that Gestalt 
psychologists have no desire to deny the influence of 
experience. 
Figure-ground relationship 
i. Enclosure 
Regarding the figure-ground relationship, Edgar Rubin 
(1915/1958) was one of the first to formulate "laws" to 
explain the separation of figure from ground. According to 
Koffka (1955), Rubin stated the law that if two areas are so 
segregated that one encloses the other, the enclosing one 
will become the ground and the enclosed one the figure. This 
is illustrated in Figure 2.5(a), the grey region enclosing 
the black region is seen as the ground while the black region 
is seen as the figure. 
ii. Area 
Another factor that may determine figure and the ground 
perception is area. Since enclosed region usually have 
smaller area, a relatively smaller area tends to be seen as 
figure. This is the case in Figure 2.5 (a) where the black 
region is seen as a figure against the larger background. 
iii. Concavity/convexity 
Regions with concave boundaries tend to be seen as ground 
whereas convex regions are usually seen as figures. In Figure 
2.5(b), we tend to see four convex regions emerging from the 
four corners as a figure against a flat surface, exposing the 
middle area as a concave hole which is seen as part of the 
ground. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
FIGURE 2.5 
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iv. Symmetry 
Regions with symmetrical shapes tend to be seen as figures, 
for example we tend to see white columns on a black 
background in Figure 2.S(c), and black columns on a white 
background in Figure 2.5(d). 
v. Orientation 
Vertical and horizontal orientations are usually favoured 
over oblique. Forms aligned with the main axes tend to be 
perceived as figures. Therefore we tend to see a white cross 
in Figure 2.5(e) and a black cross in Figure 2.S(f) . 
FIGURE 2.6 
Reversal of figure-ground relationship lS a common 
phenomenon, especially with ambiguous figures such as Rubin's 
vase_face in Figure 2.6. Kohler (1947) explained the reversal 
in terms of a change of organization due to the organizing 
processes which alter the conditions of their own medium. 
Prolonged inspection of any visual object tends to change its 
organization. 
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The law of Pragnanz 
Koffka (1955) states that psychological organization will 
always be as "good" as the prevailing conditions allow. The 
term "good" refers to such properties as regularity, 
symmetry, simplicity, conciseness, unity, harmony and the 
like. This statement is better known as the law of Pragnanz, 
a term used by Gestalt psychologists in reference to the 
tendency to perceive figures as good, regular and simple, 
which form the basis of the minimum principle. According to 
Gestalt psychologist, any stimulus pattern tends to be 
perceived in the simplest structure. In the event of 
conflicting grouping principles or figure-ground 
relationship, the one producing the simplest structure will 
prevail. This subject will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 
Let us now look more closely at the subject of perceptual 
organization. Various explanations for the phenomena of 
perceptual organization have been offered , the most notable 
being those proposed by the Structuralists, the Gestaltists, 
the Helmhol tzians and the Gibsonians. These are actually 
closely related to the approaches to perception discussed 
earlier, although the principles of perceptual organization 
are more restricted than the principles of perception itself. 
The Structuralist view 
The Structuralist considered that careful analytic 
introspection would show us the elementary sensations out of 
which they believed all of our perceptions of objects and 
events are constructed. In the Structuralist view, no global 
processes are needed to integrate the component parts of a 
stimulus, to them the perceived whole is the same as the sum 
of its perceived parts. The main experimental tool of the 
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Structuralist was analytic introspection. According to Kohler 
(1947) the most fundamental assumption of introspectionalism 
is that true sensory facts are local phenomena which depend 
upon local stimulation, but not at all upon stimulating 
conditions in their environment. 
The Gestalt v1ew 
Gestalt psychologist opposed The Structuralist view in almost 
every respect. Kohler (1947) devoted a chapter of his book to 
criticism of Structuralist introspection. Gestalt 
psychologist claimed that the whole is different from the sum 
of its parts because in their view summing is a meaningless 
procedure. Probably the best statement of the Gestalt view is 
that elementary parts or sensations interact non-linearly in 
perception, whereas in the Structuralist view sensations are 
superimposed upon one another within a fully linear 
perceptual system (Kaufman,1972; Pomerantz & Kubovy,1986). 
The slogan of the Gestalt psychologists - that the whole is 
more than the sum of its parts - implies that it is the 
organization of the parts into perceptual whales that 
determines the appearance and identity of a stimulus; the 
mere enumeration of parts plays very 1 ittle role in the 
identity of the stimulus. However, this does not mean that 
Gestalt psychologists deny the existence of parts. 
The Gestaltist rated lowly the role of learning in perceptual 
organization. Learning was seen as a consequence, and not as 
a cause of organization. Instead the Gestalt psychologists 
placed the burden of perceptual organization on the innate 
structure of the brain because they argued that the brain is 
structured to deal directly with the holistic properties of 
the stimulus. 
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It has been mentioned that Gestalt psychologists investigated 
three areas of visual perception but the heart of their view 
is the law of Pragnanz or equally known as the simplicity or 
minimum principle. This will be elaborated later. 
The Helmholtzian view 
This view originated from Helmholtz (1867) and was elaborated 
by, amongst others, by Gregory (1974) and Hochberg (1978). 
Basically this view can be thought of as an elaboration of 
structural ism, that shares the Structuralist view that 
sensations are the starting point for perception. Helmholtz 
introduced a new principle called the likelihood principle 
which states that sensory elements will be organized into the 
most probable object or event in the environment consistent 
with the sensory data (proximal stimulus). According to 
Helmholtz, perception proceeds by way of unconscious 
inferences. 
The Helmholtzian shares little with the Gestaltist except for 
the common view that percepts can be organized in ways that 
go beyond the simple concatenation of parts. Pomerantz and 
Kubovy (1986) cited four aspects where the Helmholtzian and 
the Gestalt views differ; first, the Helmholtzian places 
great emphasis on learning and little emphasis on the hard-
wired organization of the brain. Second, Helmholtz believed 
that perception follows logical rules of inference not unlike 
those used in thought - an idea rejected by the Gestalt 
psychologists. Third, the methodology used by the 
Helmholtzian more easily allows for proper experiments to 
demonstrate specific predictions compared to the Gestaltist 
whose commitment to innate brain processes made 
experimentally testable hypothesis harder to come by 
(Pomerantz and Kubovy, 1986). Finally, the most important 
difference is between the Helmhol tzian advocacy of the 
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likelihood principle and the Gestalt alignment with the 
minimum principle. 
The Gibsonian v1ew 
According to Gibson (1979), perceptual organization is not a 
problem for theories of perception because our percept are 
organized in a way that parallels the environment, for 
example, the organization resides in the stimulus and no 
special organizational processes need be hypothesized to 
account for the structure of our percepts. Under ordinary 
circumstances, information in the proximal stimulus over 
determines the distal stimulus - no inferences or other 
mental processes are needed because the receptors have enough 
diagnostic information to produce, usually one distal 
stimulus, from the sensory data (proximal stimulus). 
Contributions from the perceiver only occur under abnormal 
and ecologically invalid condition of perceiving, such as 
under demonstrations of multistability which seldom happen 
outside devised laboratory experiments. 
Gibson's most important and lasting contribution centres 
around his insight that there is rich information in the 
stimulus that may eliminate the need to resort to information 
from memory and to inferences in order to disambiguate and 
organize the stimulus. Despite this view, most perceptual 
psychologists still believe that the contribution of the 
observer to perceptual organization is an important aspect of 
inquiry (Pomerantz and Kubovy, 1986). 
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2.4 ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION 
Gestalt research in perception is characterised by the 
requirement of an exact and detailed phenomenological 
observation and description. Phenomenological description is 
important because the phenomenological datum reflects the 
neural processes underlying perception (Koffka, 1955). Two 
important results of good phenomenological observation are 
the discovery of new phenomena and solution of previously 
apparently "unresolvable" problems. According to Matell i 
(1982), the vagueness of Gestalt notion, its connection with 
German philosophy, its lack of precise definition of the 
concept of ''Good Gestalt'' and the metaphysical character of 
some of its assertions are partly responsible for the 
erroneous interpretation of Gestalt as a philosophical rather 
than psycho logical theory. On the contrary, there is no 
theory in psychology which has suggested so many research 
issues and which has led to the discovery of new facts in so 
many fields. For the Gestalt psychologists, the purpose of 
research is not just to ascertain facts, and the relations 
between ·facts, but the comprehension of facts, achieved 
through hypothesis construction. 
Most of Gestalt-oriented perceptual research is qualitative. 
In spite of Koffka' s assertion that if the qualitative 
description are correct, it will some day be possible to 
''translate'' them into quantitative terms, the majority of 
Gestalt-oriented research remained qualitative. 
There are two main problems with a qualitative approach. The 
first one is regarding the Gestalt law of grouping; 
theoretically each law can predict the perceptual 
organization of a range of patterns as long as no other law 
is involved. However this is not always the case, generally 
prediction is difficult because perceptual organization of a 
figure depends not only on one Gestalt law but on a number of 
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them, and which law contributes most is a difficult question 
to answer because there is no priority rule that states which 
laws overrule others. The other problem is regarding the 
measure of ''goodness'' of a figure as mentioned in the law of 
Pragnanz. Given a set of alternatives, obviously one needs a 
way to quantify the "best" solution. 
Matlin (1983) states that the problems with the Gestalt laws 
are: that the laws are descriptions of perception rather than 
explanations, that forms in the real world are not as 
ambiguous as Gestalt theorists may have suggested. She quotes 
the work of Rock (1975) on figure-ground relationship to 
suggest that in most real-life situations there are numerous 
cues to depth that tell us that the figure is in front of the 
ground. There is no need for the Gestalt principles to 
explain why we perceive things as a whole because most 
shapes that we see are perceived to be whole unit already. 
Gestalt theorists assumed that certain properties within the 
stimulus were the basis for the grouping, but the result of 
two experiments carried out by Rock and Brosgole (1964) 
questions this assumption. The experiments were carried out 
regarding the question as to whether the Gestalt law of 
grouping by proximity is based on proximity of stimuli on the 
retina or perceived proximity in phenomenal space; the result 
shows that the latter is the crucial factor. Matlin (1983) 
concludes that we are likely to make groupings based on our 
interpretations of those properties rather than on the simple 
properties themselves, thus Gestalt forces are not as 
primitive as the Gestalt theorist believed. 
Hochberg (1974) points out several inadequacies of the 
Gestalt approach to organization. He says that the "laws" are 
not determinants of figural organization and the laws of 
organization leave untouched several major aspects of 
perceptual organization such as the phenomena of constancy, 
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illusion, and transposition which must be clearly dealt with 
by any theory of perceptual organization. Hochberg (1974) 
also criticized the Gestalt theory as not seriously 
addressing the problem of integration of multiple glimpses 
for example, the fact that even though various parts of any 
pattern or object have to be viewed by the fovea in a 
succession of multiple glimpses, our perception of single 
figures requires us to integrate successive glimpses into a 
single perceived object. 
Rock (1986) doubts that Gestalt laws, despite their 
widespread citation, are the answer to the question of what 
laws the perceptual system follows in achieving organization. 
According to him these laws are easily demonstrable under 
laboratory conditions. As an example, he states that it is 
easy to show that proximity governs grouping using an array 
of small discrete forms but that does not mean that proximity 
governs grouping in a natural scene that contain sol id 
objects of various luminance and hues. Rock further writes, 
"'If the elements (within the retinal image) must be invented 
to allow the application of principles of grouping such as 
proximity or similarity to the perceptual organization 
achieved outside the laboratory, those principles can hardly 
be thought of as explanatory. Thus, although grouping is 
based on proximity and similarity when separable elements 
are created experimentally, or are present in the scene, we 
cannot yet assess their general relevance to organization in 
dai.ly li.fe"' 
(Rock,1986) 
Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) describe four phenomena of 
perceptual organization in order to explain the breadth of 
the problem. They are: 
i. The problem of perceptual coupling. 
An example of perceptual coupling is shape and orientation. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2.7. The perceived object is a 
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function of the shape of its distal stimuli and its 
orientation with respect to the observer's eyes. The dilemma 
here is how could we know the true shape of an object before 
its orientation is known, and visa versa. Another example of 
perceptual coupling is size and distance as demonstrated in 
Figure 2.8. 
zz. The problems of grouping and of part-whole relationship. 
Gestalt psychologists demonstrated that the perception of a 
whole stimulus is different from the mere sum of its 
perceived parts. There are two factors that contribute to 
this organization, the grouping of parts into whales, and the 
emergent features that arise from these whales. An example of 
this instance is the perception of faces - an attractive face 
as a whole is not necessarily composed of attractive 
features, or attractive features put together do not 
necessarily produce a face which is equally attractive as 
its parts. 
iii. The problem of multistability. 
Multistability implies that the rules of perceptual 
organization do not always impose a rigid permanency on the 
stimulus. Instead, fluctuations in the weights assigned to 
the various rules, due perhaps to attentional processes, can 
lead to changes in perception of the stimulus. An explanation 
is illustrated in Figure 2.9. 
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The coupling of perceived shape and perceived slant. (a) An 
isolated ell ipse (b) The same ell ipse shape in a scenic 
context rich with depth cues. For a variety of factors, 
including these depth cues and familiarity with the objects 
likely to occur in the scene, the elliptical shape is 
perceived in (b) as a round hoop oriented at an angle to the 
picture plane. (From Pomerantz & Kubovy, 1986). 
FIGURE 2.7 
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The coupling of perceived size and perceived distance. The 
size variations in the five faces shown make them appear to 
recede into depth,. partly because the size of human faces is 
well known to human observers. The ball on the right lacks 
any familiar size cue; it could be as small as a marble or 
as large as the moon. Depending on the size the observer 
assigns to the ball, it apparent position in depth changes. 
For example, if it is seen as a ping-pong ball, it will 
appear at about the same distance as the nearest face; if 
seen as the moon, it will appear behind the furthest face. 
(From Miller,G.A.,1962). 
FIGURE 2.8 
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The pattern at the top can be perceived in several different 
depthful organizations, as indicated in the side views shown 
below. In interpretation (a), a white triangle is seen as 
lying on top of a black square, which in turn lies on top of 
the white page. In (b) the centre white triangle is 
perceived as a hole cut through the black square; the white 
background of the page shows through the hole. In (c) the 
background is black; placed on this background are a white 
triangle and a large surrounding white region with a square 
hole cut through. Finally, (d) shows inlayed or mosaic 
interpretation, in which all regions lie in the same depth 
plane. All four of these interpretations are reasonable and 
correct. The fact that interpretation (a) is the one most 
observers prefer must be explained by the laws of figure-
ground organization. (From Miller,G.A.,1962). 
FIGURE 2.9 
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Naive observers perceive this pattern as six black 
rectilinear figures. If this figure-ground organization is 
reversed so that the white paces between the black regions 
are seen as figure, a common word will appear. (From 
Pomerantz & Kubovy, 1986). 
FIGURE 2.10 
2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
In this chapter we have attempted an overview of the theory 
of perception and several phenomena of perceptual 
organization that has been discussed widely by experimental 
psychologist. 
While Helmhol tz stressed the role of experience, the 
Gibsonian belived that stimuli in our environment is already 
rich ·~ith information. On the other hand, th~ Gestaltists 
rationalised the way we perceived through several laws of 
grouping. To overcome the problem where in some situations 
two or more of the Gestalt's laws of grouping are in conflict 
with each other, Koffka (1955) introdaced the law of Pragnanz 
which then become the basis of the principle of simplicity. 
The problem now is how to quantify for simplicity 
objectively. This will be dealt with in the subsequent 
chapters. 
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.. 
Pragnanz which then become the basis of the principle of 
simplicity. 
In this study we choose to take the Gestalt approach because 
the principle of simplicity provides some means of measuring 
"simplicity" while in the other approaches there exist no 
standard criterion for quantification. The problem now is how 
to quantify for simplicity objectively. This will be dealt 
with in the subsequent chapters. 
Other problems that has been encountered in the process of 
understanding perceptual organization in human are the 
interpretation of figure and ground, the effect of perceptual 
coupling and multistability phenomenon. If computers are to 
be used to model these phenomena, some form of quantification 
is necessary in order to decide the best interpretation. 
Whether this is possible or not is a subject for further 
research. We wi 11 consider some of these phenomena in 
relation to the interpretation of partially occludded line 
drawings of object in Chapter seven. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As noted previously, modern theories of vision began back in 
the ninth century when Abu 'Ali al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham 
(known as Alhazen), a Muslim philosopher and physicist, 
considered light as a freely available messenger that allows 
us to sense remote objects in our environment without the 
need to interact with them. The particles of light, i.e., the 
photons arrive at the eye at variable rates, the mean rate of 
arrival is called the intensity. Human vision involves 
various processes or modules operating in parallel on images 
and producing intermediate representations of the image on 
which other processes can work. The first step in the process 
of human vision (and so is computer vision) is the capture of 
the raw images. In early computer vision research, because of 
computational limitation, grey-level images were considered. 
A grey-level computer image is simply a regular two-
dimensional array of intensity values or picture elements 
(pixels) each with a grey-level value in the range of 0 to 
255. An artificial visual system must extract the information 
about the content of the image that is represented in the 
local intensity values (Buxton & Wiejak, 1986). The next step 
is to consider how to represent and when to use this 
information. Finally the vision system needs to be given some 
description of the visual task to be performed and the kind 
of output that is expected. 
According to Marr (1982), vision is the process of 
discovering from images what is present in the world , and 
where it is, and therefore it is an information-processing 
task. But we cannot think of it just as a process because to 
be able to know what is where in the world, our brain must be 
capable of representing this information. Computer vision is 
the enterprise of automating and integrating a wide range of 
processes and representations used for vision perception 
(Bollard & Brown,1982). In other words, computer vision is 
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the construction by computers of expl ici. t, meaningful 
descriptions of physical objects from images, i.e., the 
attempt to have computers perform the tasks of visual 
perception (Walters,1986). Marr has adopted a broad approach 
to vision by departing significantly from the methods of his 
predecessor, particularly in his attempt to understand how 
low-level visual process can function independently of high 
level knowledge about the specific object under study. He 
considers visual analysis as a series of computations within 
the total visual system, each one performed as far as 
possible by an independent vision module. Marr divides the 
process of vision into three sub-processes in which different 
modules can be grouped: 
i) Primal sketch: 
a two-dimensional representation of significant grey-
level changes in the image. 
ii) 2.5-D sketch: 
a partial three-dimensional representation recording 
surface orientation, distance from viewer, and 
discontinuities in depth. 
iii) 3-D model representation: 
a fully worked out volumetric representation of bodies 
in the scene. 
There are two approaches to computer vtston research, namely 
machine vision and computational vision. The main idea behind 
most of early computer vision researchers was to build a 
complete vision system which would accept some form of 
visual input and then attempt to provide some useful 
descriptions of the scene. According to Lowe (1985) a primary 
goal of computer vision has been to construct visual sensors 
that can provide general-purpose robots with the same 
information about their surroundings as we receive from our 
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own visual senses. This goal proved to be very difficult 
(Brady,1981). According to Walters (1986) the main drawback 
with the machine vision approach has been the lack of 
extensibility of the techniques used, for example, algorithms 
that work well in a particular domain often fail when the 
domain is extended. Due to the difficulty in creating a total 
vision system and the drawback with the machine vision 
approach, many researches (Brady,1982; Marr,1982; Lowe,1985; 
Scrivener & Schappo,1988) have taken the approach of 
computational vision in which they try to understand the 
basic nature of human vision. This is in line with Lowe's 
second major goal of computer vision, which is to provide a 
computational understanding of human vision. As Walters 
(1986) put it, by studying human vision, we may be able to 
develop a computational theory of vision that we can then 
implement by machine. 
The advantage of computational v1s1on approach is that it 
provides a means for expressing perceptual theories as 
algorithms which can then be tested and implemented on 
computers. Expressing visual theories as algorithms leads to 
the development of a computational model of vision. This is 
the approach taken in this thesis, where relevant theories of 
visual perception are studied with a particular focus on 
issues related to image completion with a view to develop 
computational model of this phenomena. 
One of the vital components of human v1s1on is the 
recognition process . In the following section we will study 
a few models of shape recognition before presenting some 
specific models of line drawings in section 3.3. 
3.2 SHAPE RECOGNITION 
When presented with a line drawing of an homogenous region or 
an object of a particular shape, we effortlessly perform a 
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kind of visual e·xercise far beyond the capability of most of 
the computer vision system today. That exercise is shape 
recognition , i.e., the visual identification of an object 
using only its shape. Hoffman & Richards (1984) present 
Figure 3.1 as an evidence that shape alone is sufficient to 
recognize the given object; visual cues such as shading, 
motion, colour, and texture being absent from the figure. 
D 
Some objects identifiable entirely from their profiles. (After 
Hoffman & Richards, 19~4) 
FIGURE 3.1 
However, shape recognition is not an easy problem because the 
immediate input to the visual system is related to a 
particular object in highly variable ways. To explain the 
difficulties involved, Pinker (1984) gives the following 
example: the retinal image projected by an object - say, a 
notebook- is displaced, dilated or contracted, or rotated on 
the retina when we move our eyes, ourselves, or the book. If 
we are not focusing on the notebook or looking directly at 
it, the edges of the retinal image of the notebook become 
blurred and many of its finer details are lost. If the book 
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is in a complex visual context, parts may be occluded and the 
edges of the book may not be physically distinguishable from 
the edges and surface details of surrounding objects, nor 
from the scratches, surface markings, shadows, and 
reflections on the book itself. 
There are a number of models of shape or pattern recognition 
that have been developed, but each of these models is 
fundamentally inadequate. One of the simplest class of models 
is template matching. It is based on a postulate that the 
long term memory representation of a shape is a replica of 
the retinal image. The input array would be superimposed with 
all the templates in memory simultaneously, the one with the 
closest match would be identified as the recognized pattern. 
The problem is obvious, changes in orientation, location or 
distance, or occlusion of part of the pattern would cause a 
failure in recognition. Nonetheless, these problems could be 
resolved by, for example, storing multiple templates of a 
pattern, or the input pattern could be rotated, displaced, 
and scaled to a canonical set of values before matching 
against the templates, but these steps have their own 
limitations, especially with three dimensional objects in the 
real world. Three dimensional rotations, for example, would 
cause some surfaces to disappear entirely and new ones to 
come into view. 
Another class of models uses the feature analysis approach by 
searching for pre-defined features in the input pattern. The 
set of identified features are then matched against those 
stored in the memory of the computer. An example of this 
approach is the three-level program by Selfridge (1959) 
where, in the lowest level, the input pattern is scanned for 
probable features. Any particular features found is reported 
to the second level which then makes available to the third 
level all stored patterns, with the feature combinations as 
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possible candidates. Elimination processes are executed in 
the final level. 
The final example of pattern recognition models that we like 
to highlight here is the Fourier model. Many researchers in 
visual psychology and psychophysics regard the Fourier model 
as the most likely candidate for shape recognition in human. 
This model was proposed by Kabrisky (1966), Ginsburg 
(1971,1973), Persoon and Fu (1974) (Cf. Pinker,1984). Each 
shape is stored in long term memory in its Fourier transform. 
The two-dimensional input array is subjected to a spatial 
trigonometric Fourier analysis. The Fourier transform of the 
image is then be matched against the long-term memory 
transform. The memory transform with the best fit to the 
image transform corresponds to the shape that is recognized. 
3.3 COMPUTATIONAL MODELS DEALING WITH LINE DRAWINGS 
Line drawings have been the subject of study in visual 
perception for many years. Recently many computational models 
of line drawings interpretation have been developed. It is 
natural for line drawings to be a popular subject of study 
because they are full of information. From line drawings we 
can infer not only the object but also other properties such 
as shape, orientation, relative size and distance, depth cues 
and many local properties such as continuation, parallelism, 
symmetry, concavity, convexity and junction types. Line 
drawings have been a very effective mean of communication, 
not only for artists but perceivers generally. 
One of the earlier computational models of line drawing 
interpretations is Robert's recognition program of the block 
world (Robert,196S). The block world consists of perfect line 
drawings produced from a digitized image of a scene of 
polyhedra consisting of three types of block: cubes, wedges, 
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and hexagonal prism. The program maintained stored models of 
each of the block types, and looked for evidence to show 
which edges were present. Both Robert's program and a later 
program by Guzman (1968) were able to interpret line drawings 
of polyhedral scenes, but they could only interpret scenes 
containing a few specific polyhedra - they are not general 
purpose line drawing interpreters because they have to be 
supplied with a model of the objects to be recognized. 
In both programs, the decision concerning which image 
features to use for recognition was ad hoc in nature; while 
Roberts used certain topological features, for example, 
configuration of faces, lines, and vertices, Guzman used 
information obtained locally at vertices in order to group 
different regions of the same body. Huffman (1971) and Clowes 
(1971) made a further step forward by using geometrical 
constraints as their image features. They developed 
polyhedral vertex labelling schemes by first considering all 
possible vertex types and then showing that only a few are 
physically possible. 
In his attempt to describe line drawings of scenes with 
shadows, Waltz (1975) presented Figures 3. 2 and 3. 3 and 
asked these questions: How can we recognize the identity of 
each figure? Do we use learning and knowledge to interpret 
what we see, or do we somehow automatically see the world as 
stable and independent of lighting? What portions of scenes 
can we understand from local features alone, and what 
configurations require the use of global hypotheses? These 
questions are very relevant to our interest here. Waltz 
extended the labelling system developed by Huffman and Clowes 
to describe edge geometry, the connection or lack of 
connection between adjacent regions, the orientation of each 
region in three dimensions, and the nature of the 
illumination for each region. Lines were grouped into four 
categories: boundaries, interiors, cracks, and shadows. 
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FIGURE 3.2 
FIGURE 3.3 
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FIGURE 3.4 
Interior line can be classi fled into those lines which 
represent concave edges and those which represent convex 
edges. The inclusion of shadow edges enables more 
constraints to be added. On average only 0.03% of all 
possible labels could possibly occur. The junction types that 
can be identified by Waltz's program are as shown in Figure 
3.4. For convenience, Winston (1977) introduced some symbol 
conventions to identify the line types on the drawings: a "+" 
label for convex lines, a"-" label for concave line, and a 
">" or "<" label to indicate a boundary line with the 
obscuring object always on the right of the direction of the 
arrow. Figure 3.5 shows how an L-shape solid can be labelled 
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according to the above conventions. If we assume that there 
are no shadows or cracks, that all vertices are the 
intersection of exactly three object faces, and that the 
choice of viewpoint is such that no junction change character 
with a small movement of the eye, then there are only four 
possible types of junction, i.e., arrow, fork, L, and T-
junctions. Since there are four ways to label any given line, 
there must be 43 = 64 ways to label any junction of type 
arrow, fork or T, and 42 = 16 ways to label an L junction. 
This gives an upper bound of 208 possible junction 
combinations in line drawings that follow our assumptions. 
Most of these combinations are physically impossible, and we 
are left with only 18 legal junction configuration as shown 
in Figure 3.6, enumerated by Winston (1977). 
FIGURE 3.5 
Other models that rely on geometrical considerations as the visual 
cue for image recognition are those of Mackworth (1973) and Kanade 
(1981). Mackworth implemented a program which analysed objects 
with more than three planes at a vertex. This model is able to 
deal with both non-trihedral vertices and accidental alignment of 
line segments forming accidental junctions, which the models 
discussed earlier could not handle. Kanade's model is based on a 
line labelling scheme that can handle non-solid objects made up of 
planar surfaces known as origami. His program does not rely on 
having models of the objects that it has to recognize, 
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The junction combinations for the physically realizable 
trihedral vertices. The + symbols labels convex edges; 
the -, concave; and the arrow, boundaries. 
FIGURE 3.6 
furthermore, it provides all of the geometrically possible 
interpretations of a scene rather than just a single 
interpretation. 
Another approach that has been adopted in most of the recent 
computer vision models in determining the most important 
visual cue to use in interpreting line drawings is the use of 
psychological knowledge about human vision itself. One 
example is that of Binford (1981), which uses evidence about 
how humans segment curves to interpret scenes. However, the 
main limitation in computational vision, according to 
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Binford, is the ·problem of determining. how to transform the 
visual signal into symbolic form. Wal ters' (1986) edge-
enhancement model used local properties such as line length 
and local connectedness that enhance perceived brightness to 
generate a fi 1 tered version of a scene to assist the 
interpretation. A major problem for a visual system is that 
there is too much information in a visual image for it all to 
be processed in detail. By varying the brightness threshold, 
Walters was able to filter out less important information, 
thus avoiding the processing of spurious edges. Walters' 
edge-enhancement algorithm can also assist image segmentation 
of partially occluded objects. Figure 3.7 shows two distinct 
three-dimensional objects, one partially ·occluded by the 
other. At the highest threshold, the line segments making up 
the two objects are separated from each other, segmenting the 
lines into two sets which correspond to the two objects. 
Brightness enhancement also results in the enhancement of the 
foreground object relative to the background object, with the 
outer contours more enhanced than the inner one . 
. 2 3 4 
Model results for pattern demonstrating partial occlusion by 
three-dimensional objects. Brightness threshold increases 
from right to left, the highest brightness level contains 
only the brightest lines in the pattern. (After Wal ters, 
1986). 
FIGURE 3.7 
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The edge-enhancement model differs from the previously 
discussed line drawings interpretation model in that it does 
not use a vertex labelling scheme, instead it uses three 
types of line connections, i.e., end-end, end-middle, and 
middle-middle line connections. Also, this model does not 
interpret scenes; rather it generates a filtered version of a 
scene that can act as an input to an interpretation system. 
3.4 SHAPE PARTITIONING 
According to Hoffman and Richards (1984) an articulation of 
shape into parts is useful because one never sees an entire 
shape in one glance. Parts are useful for representing 
objects which are not rigid, such as the human hand. A 
template of an outstretched hand would not correlate well 
with a hand, for example, holding a pencil, but would be a 
waste of memory to store templates of all the many possible 
configurations of a human hand. ''Part theorists'' pronounce 
that we tend to think of an object as consisting of many 
parts in spatial relation, and allows for the "decoupling of 
configural properties'' from their shape, thereby avoiding 
proliferation of templates (Hoffman and Richards, 1984). 
One approach to partitioning a shape into parts or a 
homogeneous region into sub-regions is by the production of 
''virtual lines'' (Plant, 1989). These are the lines that the 
observer might "draw" on the image as it is presented. 
Heuristic rules can be used to hypothesize virtual lines. 
Virtual lines are represented by dotted lines as shown in 
Figure 3.8. 
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Different person m'ght partition the shape differently, 
a) no partitioningJ b) concave-concave partitioning, and 
c & d) partitioning in straight line good-continuation 
FIGURE 3.8 
One of the rules for virtual line production is good 
continuation. A virtual line drawn will exhibit good 
continuation between one of the lines which converge at the 
start point (i.e., the point where the virtual line starts) 
and one of the two lines which converge at the end point 
(i.e., the point where the virtual line ends). Those lines 
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are called "adjacent lines". The angle between the virtual 
line and the adjacent line must lie within some degree of 
tolerance. Figure 3.8 (c and d) illustrates good continuation 
virtual lines. Another cause of virtual line production is 
mirror symmetry. Mirror symmetry can be global or local. 
Usually this involves concave-concave or concave-convex 
points on the boundary. Figure 3.9(a) shows an example of 
mirror symmetry where a virtual line is drawn between concave 
and convex points. Figure 3.9(b) is an example of local 
symmetry, i.e., mirror symmetry limited to a certain area of 
the shape around the line of symmetry, as shown by the 
boundary in bold. Virtual line can also be drawn as an 
extension of two lines which when extended, meet somewhere 
within the shape boundary as shown in Figure 3.10. 
Another possibility for virtual line production is 
parallelism. Here one of the entry point adjacent lines lS 
parallel with one of the match point adjacent lines. This is 
illustrated by Figure 3.11, parallel lines are shown in bold. 
We will explore shape partitioning by virtual line production 
further in Chapter seven to see whether it can be taken as a 
feasible solution to the problem of partial occlusion. 
Another approach to shape partitioning is as the hypothesis 
put forward by Biederman (1987), recognition-by-components 
(RBC). RBC bears some relation to the shape partitioning 
(discussed earlier), and to other work by Binford 
(1971,1981), Marr (1977), Marr & Nishihara (1978), Hoffman & 
Richards (1985). Biederman (1987) identifies thirty six 
simple three dimensional shapes which he termed as ''geons'', 
i.e., components that can be modelled by a "generalized 
cone", each of which, he claims, can be identified from its 
retinal projections. The fundamental assumption of the theory 
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FIGURE 3.9 
FIGURE 3.10 
FIGURE 3.11 
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is that the geons can be derived from non-accidental 
properties in two dimensional images: curvature, 
collinearity, symmetry, parallelism, and cotermination. 
Biederman provides experimental evidence for his theory, 
showing that by geon decomposition, complex objects can be 
recognized rapidly from their projections or even from their 
degraded projections. He presents a schematic of the presumed 
sub-processes, as shown in Figure 3.12, by which an object is 
recognized . 
In the next section we will survey the role of attention in 
shape perception. Focus of attention could be one of the 
factors in the perception of objects in occlusion. It has 
some relation to the discussion of global versus local minima 
which will be elaborated in Chapter six. 
3.5 ATTENTION IN SHAPE PERCEPTION 
Neisser (1967) has argued that visual objects are identified 
only after they have been segmented, one from the other. This 
permits the percei ver to allot most of his cognitive 
resources to a suitably chosen part of the field. Analysis 
does not normally occur in parallel all over the visual 
input, rather resources are allocated to the focus of 
attention. Schachtel (1959) defines focal attention as man's 
capacity to centre his attention on an object fully so that 
he can perceive or understand it as completely as possible. 
According to Neisser (1967), attention is simply an allotment 
of analysing mechanism to a limited region of the field of 
view. The theoretical need for cognitive processing is by no 
means eliminated when attention comes into play. Neisser also 
suggests that since the process of focal attention cannot 
operate on the whole visual field simultaneously, it comes 
into play after pre-attentive processes which must be global 
and "holistic" in order to segregate each figure in its 
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entirety, as a potential framework for the subsequent and 
more detailed analyses of attention. 
Edge Extraction 
Detection of 
Nonaccidential 
Properties 
Parsing at 
Regions of 
Concavity 
Determination of 
Components 
Matching of Components 
to Object Representations 
Object 
Identification 
Presumed processing stages in object recognition. 
(After Biederman, 1987) 
FIGURE 3.12 
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Visual attention is one of the four cognitive functions of 
vision; the others are: visual search, visual recognition, 
and visual navigation. Attention is seen by Watt (1989) as a 
selection process to segment the image into parts of a 
suitable size and then to determine the order in which the 
segments are processed. Visual search for a specific object 
requires that the visual field be monitored for the 
appearance anywhere of some characteristic qualities of that 
object. While recognition involves matching of two 
representations, perceptual and memory, visual navigation is 
an activity that requires spatial information. 
According to the feature integration theory of Treisman & 
Gelade (1980), attention must be directed serially to each 
stimulus in a display whenever conjunctions of separable 
features are needed to characterize or distinguish the 
possible objects presented. In their (ibid) feature 
integration theory, features are registered early, 
automatically, and in parallel across the visual field, while 
objects which requires focused attention are identified 
separately, at a later stage. They claim that without focused 
attention, features cannot be related to each other. Treisman 
(1986) hypothesized that focused attention is necessary for 
the detection of target that are defined by a conjunction of 
properties. 
In their study of the effect of inattention on form 
perception, Rock & Gutman (1981) conclude that features other 
than shape, such as colour, size, type of figure (i.e., open 
or closed), and so forth, do not require higher level 
processing, and thus can be perceived even when the observer 
is directing his or her attention elsewhere. However they 
maintained that shape cannot be recognized without attention. 
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3.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Computer vision systems consist of a series of low-level and 
high-level processes. Low-level, sometimes termed as early 
processing, which includes techniques like image processing 
and statistical pattern classification, aims to extract 
intrinsic properties such as colour and brightness, as well 
as physical properties of a scene. High-level or late 
processing which includes cognition, geometric modelling and 
planning, aims to recognize the scene using existing 
knowledge and experience. The problem then is how much 
knowledge and information should be injected into a robot 
which is designed to imitate the task of human vision? The 
trend in vision research has shifted from an approach to 
model a complete vision system to an approach where the 
understanding of human vision is given more emphasis. An 
obvious reason is the difficulty of imitating human sensory 
organs, but the main reason is that the human visual system 
is not sufficiently well-understood to be fully imitated by 
machine. 
Numerous computational models had been proposed. Most of the 
early models are based on 1 ine drawings recognition and 
interpretation. Others 1 ike Bierderman (1987) proposes 
recognition-by-components as a theory of human image 
understanding. Below we touch a little bit on the work by 
Witkin & Tenenbaum (1983), who explore the role of structure 
in vision and its implication for computational theories, and 
the work by Scri vener & Schappo (1988), who look at 
perceptual approaches to picture interpretation . 
Witkin & Tanenbaum (1983) refer to structure as the 
relationships over time and space that people perceive or 
impose on image data more or less spontaneously, while 
primitive structure being those relationships that we are 
able to perceive even when we cannot interpret the stimulus 
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in terms of familiar objects, high level knowledge of 
physical processes, etc. Perceived edges and regions, 
parallelism, symmetry, repetition, smooth continuation and 
groupings are instances of primitive structure. The common 
manifestations of primitive structure can be characterized as 
a shape, pattern, or configuration that replicates or 
continues with little or no change over an interval of space 
or time. According to Wi tkin & Tenenbaum apart from the 
perception of tridimensionality and the recognition of 
familiar objects, we have the ability to perceive structure 
in images; we can impose organization on data even when we 
have no idea what is being organized. Such naively perceived 
structure is consistent across observers, what the experts 
see is what naive observers also see, and this naively 
perceived structure survives more or less intact once a 
semantic context is established. Perceived structure provides 
a richer and more meaningful initial description that enables 
interpretation to proceed at a faster phase. 
The basic task of computer vision is to generate symbolic 
descriptions from images. According to Scrivener & Schappo 
(1988), the novel aspects of Marr's work is the conviction 
that this can be done with the use of semantic knowledge. 
Marr 's proposal that vision is primarily concerned with 
describing the shape, space and spatial arrangement of 
objects in a scene, and that this can be performed without 
reference to object semantics implies some degree of 
generality. This supports the idea that we can have general 
modules which are capable of handling different object 
domains without a priori knowledge of the image or the 
objects represented. The work of Scrivener & Schappo (1988) 
on picture understanding follows this line of thought. By 
utilizing rules on perceptual grouping, they have taken the 
approach that seeks to distinguish between perceiving 
structure in a picture and understanding the ideas or 
concepts that it depicts. They have argued that this 
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distinction can be utilized when formulating computer systems 
for picture interpretation. 
We have surveyed the role of segmentation and attention in 
shape perception, hoping that we may gain an insight into the 
perception of objects in occlusion. The role of attention is 
still a subject of many researches and there are still not 
enough understanding how to model it. Therefore it is not 
taken into account in our final model. 
The approach of computational vision has gained momentum in 
computer vision research in recent years (Lowe,1985; 
Walters,1986). This calls for a better understanding of all 
aspects of human vision. An algorithm of human interpretation 
and preference in respect of a class of image can not be 
written unless we have a good understanding of how such 
decisions are reached, and the inputs, processes, and the 
outputs involved. Once implemented on a machine, a better 
understanding may be gained, and we may need to change our 
process model to obtain a better result. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Perceptual organization refers to a basic capability of the 
human visual system to derive relevant groupings and 
structures from an image without prior knowledge of its 
contents. The Gestaltist and the Helmholtzian offer competing 
explanations for the phenomena of perceptual organization: 
the former suggests that perception is organized to achieve 
the simplest or most economical interpretation of the 
stimulus, known as the minimum or simplicity principle; the 
latter maintains that perception is organized to achieve 
interpretation most likely to match the source of distal 
stimulation, called the likelihood principle. Looking at 
certain examples, one tends to view the two explanations as 
merely two sides of a coin. Such a view is defended by Mach 
(1906/1959 cf. Pomerantz and Kubovy, 1986) who brought to our 
attention the contrast between a principle of economy and a 
principle of probability in perception. Certainly this view 
is not shared either by Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986), who 
preferred the likelihood over the minimum principle, nor by 
Leeuwenberg and Bosel ie (1988), who wrote against the 
likelihood principle in visual form perception. 
Another view worth mentioning is that of Rock (1983) who 
advocates the so-called coincidence principle. Rock has 
presented many ''counter examples'' to the minimum principle 
which we will discuss later in this chapter and also in the 
successive chapters. 
4.2 SIMPLICITY PRINCIPLE 
Among the first to attempt to formulate a quantitative 
approach towards figural "goodness" were Hochberg and 
McAlister. They measured ''goodness" in terms of response 
frequency and they hypothesised that the ''goodness'' of a 
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figure is inversely proportional to the amount of information 
needed to define it, in their own words, " the less the 
amount of information needed to define a given organization 
as compared to the other alternatives, the more likely that 
the figure will be so perceived'' (Hochberg and McAlister, 
1953). The amount of information here means the number of 
different items necessary to specify a given figure, such as 
the number of line segments of different length, the number 
of different angles, and the number of points of 
intersection. In their experiment, Hochberg and McAlister 
(1953) presented each pattern of the Kopfermann cubes (see 
Figure 4.1) to subjects and asked them to report at random 
intervals, by the presentation of a certain tone, whether the 
pattern appeared bidimensional or tridimensional. In terms of 
bidimensional response, the results, (see Figure 4. 2), 
clearly show that the more the information, i.e., any of the 
stimulus characteristics needed to specify the given pattern 
as bidimensional, the less is the probability of the positive 
(i.e., bidimensional) response. 
w X y z 
The Kopfermann "cubes" (From Hochberg and McAHster, 1953). 
FIGURE 4.1 
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CUBES BIDIMENSIONAL STIMULUS CHARACTERISTIC 
RESPONSES% LINE ANGLES POINTS OF 
SEGMENTS INTERSECTION 
w 1.3 16 25 10 
X 0.7 16 25 10 
y 49.0 13 19 17 
z 60.0 12 17 7 
Bi.di.mensi.onal responses to the Kopfermann "cubes" and some two-
di.mensi.onal sti.mulus characteri.sti.cs of the "cubes" (From Hochberg 
and McAli.ster,1953). 
FIGURE 4.2 
For example in this case pattern W (with 16 line segments, 25 
angles, and 10 points of intersection) should be less likely 
to appear as bidimensional (i.e., more likely to appear as 
tridimensional) compared to pattern Z (with 12 line segments, 
17 angles, and 7 points of intersection), assuming that the 
amount of information for the two tridimensional patterns are 
the same. Hochberg and McAlister conclude that the result of 
their experiment is not inconsistent with their working 
hypothesis that the probabi 1 i ty of a given perceptual 
response to a stimulus is an inverse function of the amount 
of information required to define that pattern. 
Buffart et al. (1981) have addressed the problem of figural 
completion, a phenomenon where one figure occludes the other 
and the observer tries to interpret the occluded figure as a 
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The 25 patterns used by Buffart et al. (1981) 
FIGURE 4.3 
function of the overall pattern. Buffart et al. presented 25 
patterns as shown in Figure 4.3, each consisting of a square 
and one or more additional bidimensional figures and asked 
the subject to interpret the occluded figure(s) in terms of 
the overall pattern shown. Buffart et al. used Leeuwenberg's 
coding system and the minimum principle to compare the 
subject's preference with that of the coding theory. There 
were two interesting questions to ask: (i) When will the 
subject prefer a completion to a mosaic? (ii) What completion 
wi 11 be made? According to Buffart et al., Leeuwenberg' s 
coding theory and the minimum principle can answer both 
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questions. Leeuwenberg and Base 1 i e (1988) summarise the 
notion of coding theory and the minimum principle as follows: 
"Coding theorists are committed to the idea that an 
interpretation of a pattern corresponds to a primitive 
code, which is a series of symbols describing the form of an 
object within the language of coding theory. A primi.ti ve 
code can be reduced to a shorter form via a set of formal 
operations on the code symbols. Each code is characterised 
by its information load,!, that consists of the number of 
independent parameters it requires. Interpretation can be 
ordered according to simplicity by their information load. 
The minimum principle, within coding theory, is this: The 
perceptual system reduces I and under ideal conditions will 
arrive at the interpretation having the lowest information 
load" 
(Leeuwenberg and Boseli.e, 1988) 
On the basis of lower information load of the reduced code of 
the 25 patterns that they presented, and the possibility of 
two alternative interpretations - completion or mosaic, 
Buffart et al. suggested that 16 should be interpreted as 
completion, 2 should be interpreted as mosaic, and the other 
7 could be interpreted either as completion or mosaic because 
they have the same information load. Buffart et al. have 
tested the 25 patterns with two groups of subject, the first 
group comprised of researchers and students who were 
fami 1 iar with coding theory and the other group were 
secondary school students who knew nothing of coding theory. 
Comparable results were obtained from both groups. Buffart et 
al. found that for the first set of the patterns, 96% of the 
subjects produced completion, only 10% produced completion 
for the second set, and 45% produced completion for the set 
with equal information load. Buffart et al. stressed that one 
important general point about the results was that not even a 
single pattern among the 25 used in the experiment was 
wrongly predicted by the coding theory. They therefore 
claimed complete success for their combination of coding 
theory and minimum principle. 
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Attneave and Frost (1969) advocated the "minimum principle" 
as an account of the monocular perception of tridimensional 
configurations which stands as an alternative to both cue 
theory and Gibson's theory. Their formulation of the minimum 
principle has much in common with Hochberg and McAlister's 
proposal that depth perception is determined by tendencies to 
minimize the variability of angles, length, and slopes. 
Attneave and Frost tested their version of the minimum 
principle by examining the extent to which subjects perceived 
monocularly viewed 1 ine drawings of parallelepipeds as 
tridimensional when this organization minimizes the 
variability among lines, slopes, and angles. Although they 
viewed the minimum principle in terms of minimizing 
variability among the line, slope and angles, Attneave (1972) 
himself favouring the view that considers the minimum 
principle in conjunction with the idea that physical space is 
represented perceptually as an approximately isotropic analog 
space. The minimum principle then operates not only to 
simplify the relationship among the parts of each perceived 
object, but also to simplify the relationship between 
perceived objects and an underlying reference system in this 
analog medium. 
Perkins (1976) investigated two issues relating to Pragnanz 
in perception. First, he sought to show that the imposition 
of Pragnanz or "good form" in the interpretation of visual 
stimuli is constrained by the rules of projective geometry. 
Second, he investigated the notion that the attribution of 
good form to visual stimuli is a ''good bet'' (i.e., that a 
Pragnanz assumption would guide the visual system towards 
accurate perception of form). Perkins viewed the process of 
generating individual percepts as a directive one, involving 
serial application of the Pragnanz hypothesis by the visual 
system. The Pragnanz assumption is applied to a salient 
feature of the stimulus figure and is accepted if it is 
consistent with the constraints of projective geometry. 
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The notion of Pragnanz and of geometric constraints as used 
by Perkins (1976) may be illustrated using Figure 4.4. 
Consider Figure 4.4 (a) and apply the marking of angles L and 
R, and line S to the others. Subjects were asked to judge 
angles L and R using line S as potential axis of symmetry. 
Casual observation of Figure 4.4(a) may reveal three 
alternatives interpretations: (a) the left end appears 
rectangular, with angle L perceived as a right angle; (b) the 
right end appears rectangular, with angle R perceived as a 
right angle; and (c) the figure appears symmetrical about 
line S, with angle R equals to angle L. Each of these 
interpretations of Figure 4.4(a) is ·consistent with 
projective geometry , but it would not be true for Figure 
4.4(c - h) (Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b) are the same). For 
example, consider Figure 4.4(g), geometric constraints permit 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(e) (I) (g) (h) 
The stimulus shapes used by Perkins to explain the notion of 
Pragnanz and of projective geometry. (From Perkins, 1976). 
FIGURE 4.4 
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a rectangular interpretation of angle R, but do not permit 
this attribution to angle L, nor does the symmetry 
attribution. Within this framework, Perkins (1976) tested and 
concluded the following three hypothesis: 
(a) perceptions of symmetry or rectangularity will occur 
more frequently than by chance; 
(b) such percepts will occur more frequently when they are 
consistent with projective geometry; and 
(c) subjects estimates will approximate the correct value 
that is determined by projective geometry. 
Marr (1982) and his colleagues' work on a theoretical 
approach to vision touches on at least two aspects of 
perceptual economy. For example, in its description of the 
structure of the environment it explicitly relies on an 
assumption that can be characterised as Pragnanz-like and it 
provides an interesting conception of minimization process. 
Although Marr presented his theory independently of any 
explicit discussion of Pragnanz, the assumptions that are 
attributed to the visual system generally presume Pragnanz-
like qualities in the environment. For example, Marr uses the 
assumption of the Pragnanz quality of smoothness when he 
describes the visible world as being composed of smooth 
surfaces. 
4.3 LIKELIHOOD PRINCIPLE 
The 1 ikel ihood principle was originally formulated by 
Helmholtz (1867/1962) and it was defined by Hochberg (1968) 
as follows: "We perceive the most likely objects or events 
that would fit the sensory pattern that we are trying to 
interpret''. Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) defined the 
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likelihood in terms of the perception which is organized to 
achieve the interpretation most likely to match the source of 
distal stimulation. According to Leeuwenberg and Bosel ie 
(1988) the way the perceptual system actually establishes 
some relation between a proximal and a distal stimulus is not 
central to the likelihood principle. The ontogenetic version 
of the likelihood principle claims that perceptual 
organization is determined by the knowledge a person has 
acquired during his 1 i fetime. On the other hand the 
phylogenetic version holds that perceptual organization 
reflects knowledge which results from the phylogenetic 
adaptation on an evolutionary time scale. 
The minimum principle which is related to the law of Pragnanz 
in Gestalt psychology was defined by Leeuwenberg and Boselie 
(1988) as "that a perceiver wi 11 see the simplest possible 
interpretation of a pattern, given the inherent constraints 
of the perceptual system". According to Pomerantz and Kubovy 
(1986) it is important to distinguish between these two 
organizational principles from other distinctions such as the 
distinctions between nativism and empiricism, between 
"hardware" and "software", and between unconscious inference 
and direct perception. However, there occurs an unavoidable 
link between the simplicity-likelihood issue and the 
nativism-empiricism issue because the principle of likelihood 
is related to an empiricist position , for what is likely in 
the environment must be learned, and the principle of 
simplicity is related to a nativistic position because the 
Gestaltist substantiated this principle with a model based on 
innate brain functions. 
4.4 COINCIDENCE PRINCIPLE 
An interesting proposals in Rock's Logic of Perception (1983) 
is the principle of coincidence in which he claims that the 
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perceptual system seeks interpretations that explain seeming 
coincidences and unexplained regularities that otherwise are 
implicit in the "unpreferred" solution. Rock argues that even 
though there are other explanations to account for perceivers 
preferences, the coincidence principle offers the better 
explanations. Further more he presents evidence that he claim 
militates against the simplicity theory. Rock gives at least 
two examples, which according to him challenge the belief 
that the preferred perceptions are based on simplicity or 
regularity; one on interposition and the other on illusory-
contour figures. 
According to Rock (1983), interposition is just a special 
case of the figure-ground organizational preference but where 
the ground happens also to be another figure. Perceiving 
either as figure eliminates the coincidence of two figures 
sharing the same contour. Consider Figure 4.5(a), here there 
is a clear preference to perceive one figure in front of and 
partially occluding the other. The percept is simpler than 
when the pattern is seen as a mosaic of two figures in one 
plane, but Rock argues that this is a special case. 
Rock presents Figure 4.5(b), as a more general case where he 
observes that when the interposition effect occurs, 
simplicity is not achieved in either respect: the figure seen 
as behind is not simpler than when it is seen as coplanar. 
Rock concludes that the minimum principle cannot explain the 
preferred perceptual outcome but the interposition solution 
does account for the coincidental feature of the pattern. 
Rock presents another phenomenon that suggests a preference 
based on coincidence principle, i.e., that of illusory-
contour. For example, in Figure 4.6(a), the illusory- contour 
percept provides a single explanation for what would 
otherwise be unexplained coincidence: incomplete circles 
whose missing parts have edges aligned or cell inear with 
those of other incomplete circles and the potential presence 
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of a triangular figure in the white central region. As a 
complete circle is simpler than an incomplete one, the 
preference for the illusory-contour interpretation of Figure 
4. 6(a) could be regarded as a case where the outcome is 
governed by the minimum principle. But Rock presents Figure 
4.6(b), as an example of a pattern that gives rise to the 
illusory-contour effect, but in which, in his opinion, 
completion as a factor has been ruled out. He argues that it 
is not possible in this case to invoke simplicity of the 
percept as a principle explaining the preference. However, 
the illusory-contoured triangle does account satisfactorily 
for the contour alignments and arrangement of "gaps" among 
the three units. Rock concludes that in this case the 
coincidence principle accounts for the outcome, whereas the 
minimum principle does not. 
Boselie and Leeuwenberg (1986) criticize the claim made by 
Rock that the coincidence principle offers a better 
explanation for the diverse phenomena of perceptual 
organization as premature in the absence of a metric of 
''coincidenticity''. Rock does not make clear why the 
perceptual system should seek only to explain regularities 
and should not try to explain the absence of regularities in 
a pattern. Using Leeuwenberg's coding theory, they evaluated 
and compared the information load of the different 
interpretations of Figure 4. S(b) for the interposition 
example and Figure 4.6(b) for the illusory-contour example 
and they have shown that contrary to Rock's claim, none of 
the evidence militate against the minimum principle, instead 
they present Figure 4.5(c) and Figure 4.6(c) which support 
the minimum principle and refute Rock's coincidence 
explanations. Figure 4.5(c) with a simple straight line as a 
common contour, poses a problem for the coincidence principle 
because here too the contours of the regions coincide but the 
interposition effect is very weak. In Figure 4.6(c) the shape 
of the star-like objects will not be simpler but will be more 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(a) Interposition pattern. (b) A more general case of 
interposition in which two regions are irregular, unfamiliar 
shapes (From Rock, 1983). (c) A pattern with less robust 
interposition effect (From Boselie & Leeuwenberg, 1986). 
FIGURE 4.5 
(a) (b) 
* 
** 
(c) 
Illusory contour pattern:(a) which is easily perceived (b) 
whi.ch i.s not readily perceived by nai.ve observers (From 
Rock, 1983) (c) no illusory contour i.s perceived (From 
Boselie & Leeuwenberg, 1986). 
FIGURE 4.6 
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complex if a part of the objects is seen as occluded by a 
masking triangle, therefore the minimum principle predicts 
that no illusory contour will be perceived, contrary to the 
coincidence principle which predicts an illusory contour by 
virtue of the "coincidence'' of the contour alignments of the 
three star-like objects. 
4.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Having discussed the two principles, we still can not answer 
the question whether human perceptions are organized in a 
fashion that maximizes their simplicity or maximizes their 
likelihood of matching a probable distal stimulus. One of the 
tools that is lacking is the measuring technique for both 
simplicity and likelihood that would enable us to confirm 
which of these two principles contributes toward 
prganization. 
) 
According to Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) there exist two 
techniques to measure simplicity, one based on information 
theory and the other based on coding theory, but no formal 
method to measure likelihood has yet been proposed except for 
Brunswik's concept of ecological surveys, in which the 
frequencies of occurrence of various stimulus configurations 
and events are assessed, but a proper and representative 
ecological survey would be very costly. For example, to 
illustrate the problem, consider the Ames trapezoidal window 
in Figure 4.7, the window is oriented perpendicular to the 
line of sight. Here the distal stimulus, i.e .. the window, is 
trapezoidal, but is seen as rectangular. The question is why 
such an organization is perceived? Is it because the 
rectangle is perceptually simpler than the trapezoid, or 
because when the retina receive the proximal stimulus which 
is trapezoidal, the distal stimulus is more likely to be a 
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rectangle viewed· from an oblique angle rather than a 
trapezoid viewed head-on. 
In the absence of a concrete metric of likelihood and a 
metric of simplicity which work on a common ground, it is 
hard to lend support for any conclusion made in comparing the 
two principles. For example, Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) have 
evaluated most of the important Gestalt laws in light of 
likelihood and minimum principles, but their conclusion that 
the perceptual organization hypothesized by these laws 1s 
more often "likely" than "simple" is very tentative. 
ODD 
ooo 
(b) 
(a) The actual shape of the window as oriented perpendicular 
-to the line of sight. (b) The window in the same orientation 
but with additional depth cues (of shading and l \near 
perspective) that cause it to be perceived as a rectangular 
window viewed at a slant. The misperception of the window's 
orientation and shape leads to further misperceptions of its 
direction of motion when the window is rotated about its 
central, vertical axis. This figure illustrates the 
couplings that exist in perception between shape and slant 
and between size and distance.(From Pomerantz & Kubovy,1986) 
FIGURE 4.7 
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One of the reasons why some theorists like Hochberg (1982), 
Rock (1983), and Pomerantz & Kubovy (1986) are sceptical 
about the minimum principle is the fact that in some cases, 
the principle only applies to parts of a pattern instead of 
to the pattern as a whole. This is known as the local effect 
phenomenon. In these cases, a simple description of part of a 
pattern, one which is incompatible with a simple description 
of the pattern as a whole, overrules the simplest description 
for the whole pattern. To counter this point Boselie (1988), 
suggests that a global minimum principle in perception 
operates only within the constraints set by several local 
minima. This subject will be dealt with again in Chapter 6. 
However, other researchers such as Attneave & Frost( 1969), 
Gooodman (1972), Leeuwenberg (1969), Restle (1979), Sober 
(1975), Buffart et al. (1981), and Boselie (1988) take the 
minimum principle as the core explanatory principle in 
perception. 
According to Leeuwenberg and Boselie (1988), the likelihood 
of a perception is just an application of the 
conceptualization process, and this process is always guided 
by principles of regularity and simplicity. There seem to be 
two types of organization rules, one type includes laws such 
as similarity, good continuation, symmetry and common fate, 
which are akin to the minimum principle, and the other type 
includes ''constancies'' such as depth cues, areas, proximity 
and the direction of light which represent the rule of the 
real world. Leeuwenberg and Boselie take these two rules 
together to distinguish between the identity structure of an 
interpretation, which they call the formal aspect, and the 
argument for the identity structure which they term as the 
content aspect. For instance, in an identity structure, 4(a), 
the identity relation is a repetition operator and the 
argument, a, can apply to either elements in "organized 
patterns or to ones in constancies": a can be a pattern 
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element such as an angle, a complex pattern code, or even a 
piece of knowledge (Leeuwenberg and Boselie, 1988). 
In the next chapter we will look specifically at 
Leeuwenberg' s coding model, a model which has taken the 
minimum principle as a basis for measuring perceptual 
preference. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Gestalt psychologists have shown that patterns are always 
organized according to the Gestalt laws based on certain 
regularities. These regularities are based on identity 
between pattern-parts. 
Coding theory or structural information theory, as it is 
sometimes called, is a theory about the amount of 
irregularity in a pattern and about the function of this 
irregularity with respect to perception. It focuses on the 
description of irregularity, or change of regularity within 
patterns and sub-patterns. This description always seek 
''phenomenal simplicity : the more regularity, the simpler'' 
(Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg,1988). We should take note 
though, that coding theory is not a theory of the process of 
perception (Leeuwenberg and Buffart, 1983). 
According to coding theory, perception is active (Buffart et 
al., 1981). When an object is displayed, the observer at once 
makes some interpretation of it. Since a display is generally 
ambiguous, it can be interpreted in several ways. Every 
interpretation accounts for some regularities (or some 
irregularities) in the object. Each interpretation can be 
described by a series of symbols within the language of 
coding theory. This series of symbols, which amount to a 
detailed description of the stimulus display, is called the 
"primitive code". 
The encoding process consists of two levels, the semantic 
level and the syntactic level. The semantic level involves 
the translation of a pattern into its primitive code, which 
is known as "semantic mapping" and the syntactic level 
involves the use of certain "syntactical rules" or reduction 
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operations to reduce the primitive code to the simplest or 
minimal form (see Figure 5.1). 
PATTERN ---------> PRIMITIVE CODE ---------> MINIMAL CODE 
I I 
I I 
semantic syntactic 
Two levels of coding 
FIGURE 5.1 
Usually one can clearly see certain regularities such as 
repetition, symmetry, and certain systematic changes 
displayed in the primitive code. These regularities 
correspond to the regularities present in the visual pattern 
due to the semantic level coding. The perceptual system is 
sensitive to these regularities but they are not yet 
explicitly described in the primitive code. Reduction 
operations are carried out by means of syntactical rules 
(i.e., coding rules) which describe regularity in the 
primitive code. A primitive code which cannot be simplified 
further is regarded as a final code, and is called an "end 
code". The number of independent parameters in each end code 
is known as the structural information of the code. An end 
code covers the whole primitive code, but a primitive code 
itself may yield several end codes whose structural 
information may be different. 
According to the simplicity principle, an observer prefers 
the interpretation that comprises the least number of 
irregularities, i.e., the simplest interpretation. The law of 
simplicity within coding theory then can be interpreted in 
the sense that perceptual system will arrive at the 
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interpretation having the lowest structural information, and 
can therefore be thought of as the simplest interpretation. 
Briefly, coding theory consists of the following five parts: 
a. Preliminary data. A set of mutually exclusive 
interpretation of a pattern is obtained from 
phenomenological reports of observers. 
b. Semantic level coding, i.e., semantic mapping of pattern 
into its primitive code. 
c. Syntactic level coding. Each primitive code is rewritten 
into its simplest form, using syntactical rules to 
extract redundancies in the primitive code. 
d. Procedure to calculate the structural information. 
e. Procedure to decide on the most preferable 
interpretation. 
5.2 LEEUWENBERG'S CODING MODEL OF LINE DRAWINGS 
A coding model of line drawings was developed by 
E.L.J.Leeuwenberg and H.F.J.M.Buffart. It was designed to 
deal with a class of problem illustrated in Figure 5.2. The 
pattern in the centre, (a), is ambiguous, it can be 
interpreted in at least four ways as shown in figure 5.2 (b -
e). It has been shown experimentally that (b) is the most 
common interpretation. Why is this so ? The coding model 
tries to answer this question computationally. 
The first step in specifying a pattern code is to write out 
the primitive code by tracing the contour of the pattern and 
registering the consecutive 1 ine segments and angular 
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deviations until the whole pattern is traced. To be 
consistent, the first ten symbols of the alphabet (a,b,c, .. J) 
are used to represent angles, and the rest (k, l,m, .. z) are 
used to represent line segments. Angles or line segments of 
equal size are labelled with a specific symbol. In principle 
one is free to choose any arbitrary place on the contour as 
the starting point of a primitive code. The point of 
departure and the direction of the trace are indicated in the 
figures by a small circle and an arrow, respectively (see 
Figure 5.3). Normally, contours are traced counter clockwise. 
The same pattern may have different primitive code depending 
on the starting point and the direction of the trace, but 
for each primitive code there is only one pattern. For 
example, the primitive code of Figure 5.3 is "kalakal" (the 
Do 
b ' 
d 
Four interpretations of a visual pattern (Adapted from 
Leeuwenberg and Buffart, 1978). 
FIGURE 5.2 
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a 
k 
Tracing a pattern code kalakala 
FIGURE 5.3 
last angle where the lines meet is not coded), but if one 
started at the lower right hand corner of the figure, tracing 
it in the same direction, the primitive code would be 
"alakalak"; note that the first element of the code is the 
symbol of the angle by which one has to deviate from the 
present direction. The other part of Leeuwenberg's coding 
model is the process of reducing the primitive code to an end 
code by removing redundancy in the symbol pattern. This is 
achieved by the stepwise performance of a number of specific 
reduction operations. At each step, the choice of the next 
operation must be such as to reduce the code as much as 
possible. When a stage is reached at which no operation is 
able to reduce the code any further, the result is a final 
code. 
For the moment we will consider two measures of structural 
information, i.e., parameter load (P-load, P) and information 
load (I-load,I). The number of reduction operations employed, 
together with the remaining irreducible elements in a final 
code, is conceived of as !-load, whereas the number of the 
remaining irreducible elements in a final code alone is known 
as P-load. We will elaborate on this later in this chapter, 
at the moment we will refer the structural information as I-
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load. A final code with the lowest structural information is 
called a minimum code (Boselie and Leeuwenberg,1985). 
According to Leeuwenberg (1978), structural information 
relates to the structural aspects of figures only, and not to 
quantitative (metrical) variations which do not essentially 
determine the ''structure''. The operations are applied in a 
formal way. In the process of formulating the primitive code, 
all semantic questions are handled. The reduction operation 
performed on the primitive code is done without the need to 
refer back to the stimulus display. 
5.3 CODING RULES 
Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986) remark that coding theory has 
undergone changes both in form and in substance, ranging from 
the notational systems used to the predictions generated. The 
operations given below are summaries of the reduction 
operations or ''coding rules'' defined by Leeuwenberg 
(1971;1978), Buffart et al. (1981), Leeuwenberg and Buffart 
(1984), Boselie and Leeuwenberg (1985;1986), Van der Helm and 
Leeuwenberg (1986;1988). The operations are illustrated by 
examples, and the elements that contribute to the structural 
information load of a code as defined by Bosel ie and 
Leeuwenberg (1985) are indicated by dots under the symbols. 
The asterisk, "@" sign, and brackets do not contribute to the 
information load as they are merely for notational 
convenience. The symmetry symbol, which reflects the spatial 
symmetry in the visual pattern, carries one unit of 
information. The information load is denoted by the symbol I 
and its value for the corresponding symbol pattern is shown 
in the brackets. 
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Iteration 
If a code contains a subsequent that is repeated n times 
without interruption, then the block of repetitions can be 
replaced by n*( ), where the code of the subsequent is placed 
within the brackets. The iteration operation, *, does not 
contribute to the structural information load of the code. 
Example: 3 * (ab) = ababab (I = 3) 
Continuation 
If a code contains a sequence that is repeated to its natural 
ending then the repetition is symbolised by the continuation 
operation. This rule continues repetition until an already 
specified pattern element is reached. 
Example:@* (a)= aaaa .... a (I= 1) 
Con catenation 
Concatenation operator, \, allows for concatenation of 
symbols or series. 
Example: a \ b = ab (I = 2) 
Distribution 
A symbol or sub-string may be interspersed with one another 
in a sequence. This sequence can be shortened by the 
distribution operator which places both of its argument 
between angular brackets, < >. Their elements are cyclically 
distributed over several expressions unti 1 the result is 
produced again. The iteration and the concatenation 
operators, both have the distributive property. 
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Examples: <3> * <ab> = 3 * a 3 * b 
= aaabbb 
Reversal 
<a> \ <be> = a \ b a \ c 
= oboe 
<abc> <de> = adbecdaebdce 
(I= 3) 
(I= 3) 
(I= 5) 
Any sequence in the primitive code can be rewritten in 
reverse order using the reversal operator, #. 
Example: # [abc] = cba (I= 3) 
Symmetry 
If a sequence of symbols in a primitive code is followed 
immediately by the same sequence of symbols in reverse order, 
then this can be symbolised by the symmetry operator. There 
are two types of symmetry as depicted in the following 
examples. 
Examples: SYM [abc] = abccba 
SYMM [ab( c)] = abcba 
Reference or symbolization 
(I = 4) 
(I= 4) 
A sub-string which occurs more than once can be replaced by a 
new symbol in its subsequent appearances. The new symbol 
accounts for only one unit of information load. 
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Example: primitive code is abcdabcedf 
"abc" in the above code can be replaced by a new symbol, say 
"z", in its second occurrence. The reduced code is 
abcdzedf (I= 8) 
with abc = z as the side notation. 
Bifurcation 
When two or more 1 ine elements depart from one point, 
repetition of code by bifurcation can be denoted by " { } " 
braces. 
Example: Figure 5.4 can be coded as 
p{br}aq 
which denotes the sub-code pbr, then go back to the end of p, 
and continue with the sub-code aq. 
Bi.furcati.on 
FIGURE 5.4 
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Grain 
A straight line k can be described as a sequence of line 
segments of some short unit laid down at an angle of 0, 
called "grain ", which is symbolised by&. A line of certain 
length would consist of n grains and could be represented by 
n * &, by iteration, or @* &, by continuation rule. The grain 
does not contribute to the information load. 
Example: n * (&) = k (I= 1) 
Chunk 
A sequence which is enclosed within braces, {}, is to be 
treated as a single unit, and is called a chunk (Van der Helm 
and Leeuwenberg, 1988 use the normal bracket, (), to denote 
chunking). The chunk operator protects its argument from the 
influence of outside information. Operations such as 
iteration, reversal and distribution work with chunking. 
Examples: 3 * ({a}{b}) = aaabbb (I= 3) 
SYM[ab{cd}e] = abcdeecdba (I = 6) 
<ab> <{cd}e> = acdbe (I= 5) 
The followings are some examples to illustrate the semantic 
mapping of some simple figures and how to apply the syntactic 
rules to arrive at the final code. 
Figure S.S(a) is a lozenge, it illustrates continuation and 
symmetry rule in operation. 
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Primitive code: 
by continuation: 
by symmetry: 
kalblakalbla 
@ * (kalbla) 
@ * (k SYMM[al(b)]) 
(I= 12) 
(I= 6) 
(I= S) 
Figure 5.5(b) is an isosceles triangle, it illustrates the 
use of grain to represent the baseline and the application of 
distribution operation. 
Primitive code: kakb @ * (&) 
by distribution: <k> <Ob> @ * (&) 
... k b 
(a) 
+ 
0,: 
(c) 
(b) 
' k 
p~ 
(d) 
Semantic mapping of simple figures 
FIGURE 5.5 
(I = 4) 
(I= 3) 
Figure 5. 5(c) and (d) is a rectangle interpreted as two 
adjacent squares, it illustrates the effect of chunk 
operator. 
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Primitive code of 
by continuation: 
by iteration: 
figure S.S(c): 
{kakakak} {kakakak} 
@ * ({ka})@ * ({ka}) 
2 *@ * ({ka}) 
(I= 14) 
(I= 4) 
(I = 3) 
If the chunk operator {} is removed from the final code, the 
continuation operator stops at point P (see Figure S.S(d)) 
when it meets the existing line. This will leave the left-
hand side square as an open region. This situation is not 
allowed since according to coding theory, a code should 
describe surfaces enclosed by their own contours. 
5. 4 CRITICISMS AND DISCUSSIONS OF CODING THEORY AND THE 
MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 
Restle (1982) argues that Gestalt laws, as commonly used, 
become clearer when rephrased from the point of view of 
coding theory, and that coding theory explains how to relate 
the ''apparently conflicted'' Gestalt laws. According to him, 
the laws of similarity, good continuation, and common fate, 
all have natural interpretations in coding theory. For 
example, consider similar points that tend to be grouped 
together. If they are seen as separate, then the code would 
be aaaaa ... a for all n points, and if I(a) is the information 
load of each point then the total information load is ni(a). 
If instead they form a group, then the code of that group 
would be n*a, having the information load of 1 + I(a) 
provided that n is greater than two. As for the law of 
proximity which is based on the distance between the elements 
of a pattern, there is no ready interpretation in terms of 
coding theory because coding theory only accounts for the 
equality of length and the equality of angles. Metric 
properties such as the actual size of angles and lines do not 
play an effective role in structural codes because they do 
not affect the information load (Leeuwenberg,1982). 
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Impossible figures are not easily accommodated by either 
Pragnanz or likelihood because they seem neither simple nor 
likely. According to Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986), impossible 
figures present a challenge for all existing theories of 
perceptual organization. The three stick "clevis" and the 
impossible triangle in figure 5.6 are two well known examples 
of impossible figures. In each case our perception tends to 
organize the figure into a three dimensional object that 
could not be realized physically. We tend not to see them as 
flat objects drawn on paper, although this inte~pretation 
would eliminate the problem of impossibility. 
() ""' ~(~)====:::::::-~"" 
() I 
(a) (b) 
Two examples of impossible figures (a) The three-stick clevis 
.(b) An impossible triangle. (From Pomerantz & Kubovy, 1986). 
FIGURE 5.6 
Hochberg (1982) observed that impossible figures such as 
those in Figure 5.7 present a difficulty for the application 
of a minimum principle to the perception of form. According 
to Hochberg, the minimum principle should predict that the 
"contradiction" in the figure would yield organization of the 
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" 
An impossible window 
FIGURE 5.7 
figure as a flat line drawing, yet we tend to see it as a 
tridimensional figure. Hochberg argues that by adhering to 
the minimum principle, one cannot dispose of impossible 
figures as a special category of odd pattern because possible 
figures are also sometimes interpreted as impossible (or 
extremely unlikely) objects. As an example, he presents 
Figure 5.8. This figur~.induces spontaneous reversal, at one 
time this pattern is seen as a projection of a cube with some 
surfaces transparent,' some opaque, and at another time it is 
perceived as a wire cube in which one of the wires ends 
exactly at the point where it would intersect another wire in 
the drawing. Hochberg believes that the later interpretation 
is incompatible with the simplicity principle. 
Bosel ie and Leeuwenberg (1986) put Hochberg' s argument 
regarding impossible figures and the minimum principle to an 
empirical test. Using Leeuwenberg's coding theory, they show 
that the simplest interpretation of Figure 5.8 is as a cube 
of wires with one opaque plane (I = 5). This interpretation 
is only slightly simpler than perceiving it as a cube of 
wires with one wire partially removed (I = 6). Boselie and 
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Leeuwenberg are of the op1n1on that Figure 5.8 is 
perceptually ambiguous and that this interpretation cannot be 
taken as an argument against the minimum principle. Boselie 
and Leeuwenberg also show other examples by which they 
conclude that interpreting certain pattern as impossible 
figures is not incompatible with the minimum principle as 
specified by Leeuwenberg's coding theory. 
An incomplete Necker cube 
FIGURE 5.8 
Hatfield and Epstein (1985) drew attention to an important 
aspect of all investigations in which a minimum principle is 
put to an em pi ri cal test. They observed that a straight 
forward test of a minimum principle is not possible because, 
in order to test the minimum principle, first of all one has 
to know exactly what resources the perceptual system can 
bring to bear to represent the structure of a pattern. Only 
then would one be in a position to test whether the system 
actually did prefer the simplest possible interpretation of a 
pattern. 
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According to Pomerantz and Kubovy (1986), the syntactical 
rules used in coding theory have not been submitted directly 
to empirical test. Such a test would be based on comparison 
between the preferred organization of a stimulus and the 
information load of different alternative interpretations. 
Any discrepancy between these two would indicate either the 
rules employed are at fault, or the underlying assumption 
that human perception strives for simplicity in description 
is an error. They conclude that coding theory in its current 
state lacks an adequate criterion for selecting "receding 
operators''. They argue that assuming the general approach of 
using rules is correct, it is not clear whether the rules 
used are optimal in the absence of other alternative rules, 
or whether all the syntactical rules applied are necessary. 
Moreover, sometimes the operators used produce codes that are 
"obscure" because they are not readily translatable into 
verbal descriptions that human might produce. In addition, 
the information load of alternative codes based on different 
operators can be just as effective in predicting the most 
preferable interpretation compared to human preference. These 
points are illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
5.5 ACCESSIBILITY CRITERION 
Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1989) address three main 
problems of coding theory and the minimum principle which 
have also been raised by others (Hatfield & Epstein,1985; 
Pomerantz & Kubovy,1986), i.e., the problem of the choice of 
appropriate coding rules, the problem of "combinatorially" 
explosive search for the simplest pattern code, and the 
problem of irregularities (arbitrariness) in the 
quantification of simplicity. 
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I 
b 
a 
c 
(b) and (c) are two interpretations of (a). Using 
continuation operators as produced by Buffart et al (1981), 
for interpretation (b), I = 6 and for interpretation (c), I 
= 4. Using "chuncking" operator as produced by Pomerantz 
and Kubovy (1986), for interpretation (b), I = 9 and for 
interpretation (c), I = 5. 
FIGURE 5.9 
As we have seen there are many coding rules and we can even 
design more rules, this implies that there are an infinite 
number of different kinds of regularity in a symbol series. 
We may then select different set of rules to arrive at the 
same end code. This shows that arbitrariness is present in 
the choice of coding rules that are actually adopted in the 
encoding model. This fundamental problem calls for a more 
formal differentiation between kinds of regularity. As 
pointed out by Simon (1972), if an index of complexity is to 
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have significance for psychology, then the encoding scheme 
itself must have some kind of psychological basis. 
Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1989) propose that the concept 
of accessibility be taken as the basis for the choice of 
coding rules that are appropriate for the encoding of visual 
pattern. The concept of accessibility implies that regularity 
and hierarchy in a code of a pattern should correspond 
directly to regularity and hierarchy in the pattern itself. 
This correspondence can be sped fled by two notions, i.e., 
the notions of holographic regularity and transparent 
hierarchy. Coding rules that are to be employed in the 
encoding process must satisfy both the holographic regularity 
and transparent hierarchy criteria. Furthermore the concept 
of accessibility provides a solution to the two other 
problems mentioned above. 
The specification of holographic regularity is based on set-
subset relation between identity structures. An identity sub-
structure is said to describe the same kind of regularity as 
the identity structure described. Van der Helm and 
Leeuwenberg (1991) illustrate the notion of holographic 
regularity with an analogy of a jigsaw puzzle which 
represents a landscape consisting of a green lawn and a sky 
with clouds. Any green piece of the puzzle can be identified 
to the lawn-piece since it shows the holographic property of 
having the same colour as the entire lawn. 
The notion of transparent hierarchy requires that a code at a 
higher hierarchical level be considered independently of the 
code at a lower hierarchical level. This implies that 
regularity at a higher hierarchical level corresponds to the 
same kind of regularity at symbol level. 
In their study Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1989) conclude 
that only 80 rules are holographic and out of this only n1ne 
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are transparent. Therefore there are only 9 rules which 
satisfy the accessibility criterion, four of them are 
iteration rule, symmetry rule, and two forms of alternation 
rule. These rules are referred to as ISA-rules.(Alternation 
and distribution are essentially two different rules, but in 
some cases the alternation rule coincides with the 
distribution rule). The other five holographic and 
transparent rules can be considered as subset of the above 
four rules because they can be covered by the !SA-rules. 
Subsequently, any primitive code can be reduced to its end 
code by applying the corresponding !SA-rules. The reduced 
code is said to be 1n !-form, S-form, or A-form, 
respectively. The following examples illustrate the !SA-form: 
!-form 
S-form 
A-form 
4 * (ab) = abababab 
S[abc] = abccba 
S[ab(c)] = abcba 
<a>/<pqr> = apaqar 
<pqr>/<a> = paqara 
Deliberation on holographic regularity and transparent 
hierarchy is beyond the scope of this chapter (the reader can 
refer to Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg, 1989 and 1991). What 
needs to be stressed here is that experimental research has 
shown that iteration, symmetry, and alternation are the three 
kinds of regularity that play a very important role in 
perception. They are the kind of regularities that are 
considered to be the most relevant to visual perception by 
many other researchers in the area. However, Van der Helm and 
Leeuwenberg admit that there is no encoding model which 
provides a formal argument for deciding whether only these 
three kinds of regularity have perceptual relevance, and 
doubts about the perceptual relevance of other coding rules 
have not been definitely eliminated by empirical research. 
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Nevertheless, in this study we will also adopt the concept of 
accessibility as the criterion for the choice of appropriate 
coding rules in the encoding process, and from now on, when 
we refer to coding rules in the thesis, we refer specifically 
to !SA-rules. 
Each of the !SA-forms describes a specific kind of regularity 
based on the arrangement of identical symbols in the symbol 
pattern. The !-form describes adjacent identical symbols, the 
S-form describes spatial symmetry in the visual pattern, and 
the A-form describes successive sub-patterns that either all 
begin or all end identically. 
An !SA-form not only generates a code but also operates on a 
code. For example, the S-form S[(ab)(c)(ab)(c)] is of the 
abstract form S[pqpq] where p = (ab) and q = (c). If the S-
form represent the lower level of the structure then the 
argument pqpq is said to represent a higher hierarchical 
level at which coding rules can be applied anew to reduce the 
code further. Applying iteration rule in this case we get the 
!-form, 2*(pq). Thus the original structure can be 
represented by S[2*((ab)(c))]. This shows that an end code 
could appears in more than one !SA-form nested in a different 
hierarchical level. 
Let us now concern ourselves with the second problem 
concerning the search for the simplest pattern code. As 
pointed out by Hatfie ld and Epstei n (1985), computing a 
simplest interpretation seems to imply that all possible 
interpretations have to be computed first. This would be 
rather unrealistic since the number of all possible 
interpretations is combinatorially explosive. This naive 
approach would mean that one has to look for an !SA-form that 
describes a part of the primitive code, substitute that form 
into the primitive code, and then proceed the encoding with 
the resulting code. The search for the simplest end code 
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would be combinatorially explosive. This can be illustrated 
by the following example. 
Suppose that a symbol series S to be encoded consists of N 
symbols, then the number of sub-series in S would be 
N*(N+1)12, which is in a polynomial form (i.e., not 
explosive). The series can be partitioned into z(N-1) 
different codes which is exponential. The directed graph in 
Figure 5.10 illustrates the partitioning of the series aabab 
into z(5-1) different code, with each edge in the graph 
represents a sub-series. Each partition is represented by a 
path from vertex 0 to vertex 5, which in the context of 
coding theory, represent another way of writing the primitive 
code aabab. Suppose that for a particular edge a covering 
ISA-form is possible and the I-load is known then we can 
consider the I-load to be the length of the corresponding 
edge in the graph. If, for some edge no covering ISA-form is 
possible, then the I-load will be the same as the number of 
symbols in the sub-series, i.e., the length of the 
corresponding edge will be the same as the number of symbols 
in the sub-series it represents. Then, the shortest path 
through the graph corresponds to a code consisting of ISA-
forms and single symbols such that the total length of the 
path, i.e. , the total I -load, is minimal. Therefore the 
shortest path corresponds to the end code with a minimum I-
load for the series S. A combinatorially explosive search 
would result if we have to traverse every possible path in 
order to decide on the shortest one. This can be avoided 
because we can employ the shortest path algorithm 
(Dijkstra,1959 cf. Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg,1991) which 
is well established in mathematics. The search for a simplest 
end code could now be translated into the search for a 
shortest path from vertex 0 to vertex N in a corresponding 
directed graph. A thorough treatment of the algorithm is 
given by Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1986), here we will 
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only highlight the fact that the search for the simplest end 
code is no longer explosive. 
Partitioning of a series using a directed graph. The series 
aabab can be partitioned into z4 different ways. Each 
partition is represented by a path from vertex 0 to vertex 5 
in the directed graph. A directed graph is a graph with 
edges represented by arrows to indicate single direction of 
flow. Each edge of the graph represents a sub-series. Thus 
each path from vertex 0 to vertex 5 represents another way 
of coding the series aabab. However, by employing shortest 
path method a minimum code can be found without traversing 
every path of the graph (Adapted from Van der Helm, 1988). 
FIGURE 5.10 
Let the series S to be encoded consists of N symbols, and let 
G=G(V,E) be a directed graph representing all partitioning of 
S into sub-series, where V is the set of all vertices 
{0,1, ... ,N} and E is the set of all edges e(p,q) from vertex 
p to vertex q. Define d(p,q) as the length of the edge e(p,q) 
which can be taken as !-load of the corresponding sub-series 
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as found after the search for an appropriate !SA-form, then 
the minimum !-load of the end code for the series S 
corresponds to the minimum distance dmin(@,N) from vertex 0 
to vertex N, is given by: 
dmin(p,N)=MIN{d(p,q)+dmin(q,N); for all e(p,q) 1n E} 
for all p=N-1,N-2, ... ,0. 
Since the number of edges e(p,q) cannot exceed N*(N+1)/2 for 
a directed graph with N vertices, dmin(@,N) only requires a 
polynomial number of computational steps in the order of 
N(2), This implies that by employing the shortest path method 
the search for the end code with a minimum !-load is no 
longer combinatorially explosive. 
The third problem that we have mentioned at the beginning of 
this section concerns the quantification of simplicity. Since 
we are going to base our prediction for the preferred 
interpretation on this quantification, it is vital that we 
elaborate on the problem. We have already mentioned the 
structural information of the end code as a measure of 
simplicity, and that there were two forms of structural 
information, i.e., P-load and !-load. The more regularity 
expressed by a code, the smaller is the amount of structural 
information, and the simpler is the code. On the other hand, 
the structural information of a code is reflected by specific 
descriptive components of the code. This seems to suggest 
that the quantification of simplicity depends on artefacts of 
the employed encoding model, since the encoding model 
determines all descriptive components in codes (Hatfield & 
Epstein (1985), cf. Van der Helm & Leeuwenberg (1991)). Van 
der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1991) claim that the concept of 
accessibility gives rise to a quantification which does not 
depend on artefacts of the encoding model. The new 
quantification shows promising improvements with respect to, 
and can be seen as a unification of, P-load and !-load. Later 
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in this section we will summarise the account given by Van 
der Helm & Leeuwenberg (1991) on the new quantification. 
If the series kkkkkk is encoded into the !-form 3*(kk), with 
P-load P=Z, then the series can be represented by an abstract 
code xyxyxy. In general, P-load of a code equals the number 
of different elements in the corresponding abstract code, and 
therefore, implies a quantification of simplicity based on 
the output of the encoding model. In other words, 
quantification of simplicity by P-load does not depend on 
artefacts of the encoding model itself. However, P-load only 
applies to the classification of the pattern code, not to its 
organization which is also part of the output (Van der Helm & 
Leeuwenberg, 1991). This is partly the reason why predictions 
of preferred pattern interpretations by P-load are poor. 
Among other reasons is the fact that P-load hardly 
differentiates between codes. Many experimental studies 
concerning structural information (Buffart et al., 1981; 
Boselie & Leeuwenberg,1985; Hatfield & Epstein,1985; 
Pomerantz & Kubovy,1986) conclude that !-load is a better 
metric than P-load. 
!-load can be taken as the number of pattern symbols in a 
code plus the number of !-forms and S-forms in the code. 
Buffart et al. (1981) did not consider the A-form as 
contributing some unit of information to the !-load as the !-
form and the S-form, however, no reason was given for the 
exclusion. Even though generally !-load gives better 
predictions, it gives rise to several conceptual problems. 
First of all, every pattern symbol, !-form, and S-form in the 
final code is valued equally as one unit of information, 
while in fact they are not comparable units - pattern symbols 
are very different from S-form or !-form, so why not count an 
S-form or !-form as, for example, two or more units. 
Secondly, there is no fundamental distinction between an A-
form and an S- or !-form with respect to the classification 
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and organization of a series, so why then is an A-form not 
considered as contributing some unit of information to the !-
load as well? These discrepancies may suggest that !-load 
depends on artefacts of the encoding model after all. But 
then as was mentioned before, in many cases !-load gives 
reasonably good predictions, at least better than P-load. 
This, according to Van der Helm & Leeuwenberg (1991), is due 
probably to the fact that first, !-load accounts for the 
classification of a code in the same way as the P-load since 
beside the I- and S-forms, it also contains the number of 
pattern symbols. Another reason is, counting all !SA-forms 
(i.e., including the A-form) in a code is amounting to 
counting all hierarchical levels in a code, therefore !-load, 
to some extent, also accounts for the organization of a code 
because each !SA-form induces a transition to a higher 
hierarchical level. However, the conceptual problems over !-
load still remains, and this has prompted Van der Helm & 
Leeuwenberg to develop a new quantification of simplicity 
based on the concept of accessibility which they call !new-
load. Below we will summarise the account given by them on 
the !new-load. We will refer this as I(N)-load to 
differentiate it from !-load. 
Encoding a symbol series such as abcabcab by means of !SA-
rules will result in a code which induces a transparent 
hierarchy in the series, representing an organization of the 
series. By imposing the same organization on the 
corresponding abstract code, both classification and 
organization of the series can be reflected. For example, if 
the symbol series abcabcab is encoded into the S-form 
S[(ab)(c),(ab)], then the classification is represented by 
the abstract code xztpqtxz, while the organization is 
represented by what is called the chunk series 
(ab)(c)(ab)(c)(ab). Imposing this same organization on the 
abstract code will yield the expression (xz)(t)(pq)(t)(xz). 
Such an expression is called an abstract chunking from which 
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I(N)-load could be determined. I(N)-load is equal to the 
number of all different elements over all hierarchical levels 
in the corresponding abstract chunking. For instance, for the 
above S-form, the abstract chunking consists of the following 
elements: x,z,(xz),t,p,q, and (pq); therefore the I(N)-load, 
I(N) = 7. All different single symbols and different actual 
groupings of several symbols or chunks are counted. 
Let us look at another example, the symbol series 
abcabcpcabcab can be encoded into the code S[Z*((ab)(c)),(p)] 
yielding a transparent hierarchy which can be represented by 
the expression ((ab)(c))((ab)(c))(p)((c)(ab))((c)(ab)). Since 
the code characterizes all identity of elements in the symbol 
series, the later expression also represents the abstract 
chunking. This abstract chunking consists of six different 
elements, i.e., a,b,c,(ab),(abc), and p, therefore the I(N)-
load of the code is I(N)=6. Yet another example is the symbol 
series kxkykx which can be encoded into an S- and A-form 
<(k)>/<S[((x)),((y))]> yielding a transparent hierarchy which 
is represented by the expression ((k)(x))((k)(y))((k)(x)). 
Again in this example the code characterizes all identity of 
elements in the symbol series, so that the later expression 
also represents the abstract chunking which contains five 
different elements, i.e., k,x,(kx),y, and (ky). The code then 
has an I(N)-load of I(N)=S. 
Van der Helm & Leeuwenberg, 1991 claim that the I(N)-load 
does not depend on the artefacts of the employed coding model 
s1nce it 1s based solely on the output, i.e., on 
classification and organization of the code. Conceptual 
problems encountered by !-load do not arise since comparable 
units are counted without any distinction between an A-form 
and an I- or S-form. In addition, the amount of regularity in 
the code is measured in terms of identity of elements at all 
hierarchical level, not just at the lowest level; this is 
certainly an improvement over P-load as well as !-load. 
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Furthermore, I(N)-load provides a better differentiation 
between codes as illustrated by the S-forms S[(a)(bc),(p)] 
and S[(a)(b)(c),(p)]: both the P-load and the !-load do not 
differentiate between the two S-forms (P=4 and I=S for 
both), while I(N)-load for the first S-form is I(N)=S and for 
the second S-form, I(N)=4. 
5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
According to Boselie (1988), coding theorists make a great 
number of assumptions as to the competence of the perceptual 
system to represent a structure of a pattern. They also 
assume that the perceptual process will always result in the 
simplest possible interpretation for a pattern as a whole. 
This situation thus necessarily implies that investigators 
are actually testing the psychophysical adequacy of their own 
sets of coding rules and measures of simplicity. 
In the previous chapter we examined several principles which 
explain human preference over a number of possible 
interpretations of presented visual patterns. We have come 
to the conclusion that this is only possible if we have a 
means to measure the strength of the preference. The only 
form of quantification showing promise so far is based on the 
minimum principle. In this chapter we have tried to justify 
the preceding statement by elaborating on Coding Theory, 
i.e., Leeuwenberg 's Structural Information model which 
employs the minimum principle. 
Coding theory provides a mechanism to map visual patterns 
into corresponding symbol series which can register relevant 
visual regularities in the pattern. Any redundancy in the 
symbol pattern can be reduced by applying certain coding 
rules while preserving its regularities unti 1 no further 
reduction can be made. The final code consists of irreducible 
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elements and relevant reduction operation symbols which 
contribute to the information load. The code with the lowest 
information load corresponds to the simplest interpretation 
of the visual pattern, and according to the minimum principle 
the simplest interpretation shall be the most preferred. 
However, this is not always the case. In the next chapter we 
will consider empirical evidence in support and opposition to 
the minimum principle, while in this chapter we have 
considered two possible factors which might have caused the 
problems. One of the factors is the lack of psychological 
basis for the choice of appropriate coding rules. The other 
factor is the information load as a measure of simplicity is 
very elementary in nature. Both problems have been addressed 
by Van der Helm & Leeuwenberg (1991) by introducing the 
constraints of holographic regularity and transparent 
hierarchy over coding rules. They have proposed the concept 
of accessibi 1 i ty which embodies both constraints as the 
criterion for the choice of appropriate coding rules in the 
encoding process. Furthermore, by adhering to the concept of 
accessibi 1i ty all conceptual problems over !-load can be 
resolved, thus given rise to a new !-load, known as I(N)-
load, which is expected to yield a better quantification of 
simplicity. 
Another doubt about the minimum principle concerns the search 
for the simplest pattern code. It seems that in order to come 
up with a simplest interpretation, all possible 
interpretations have to be computed first. This no doubt will 
give rise to a combinatorially explosive search. If this is 
so then minimum principle would not be a very realistic idea. 
Fortunately, as has been shown, the search for a simplest 
pattern code can be translated into a classical shortest path 
problem in mathematics. Using the method of shortest path 
algorithm the search for a simplest pattern code is no longer 
explosive in nature. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
When we look around, we often see objects which are partly 
hidden by other objects. Most of the time we can be certain 
of exactly what is hidden, but sometimes we cannot decide the 
shape or nature of the hidden parts. This phenomenon has been 
observed and referred to by many researchers; Chapanis & 
McCleary (1953) called it interposition, referring to two 
objects at different distances from the observer; Dinnerstein 
& Wetheimer (1957) referred it as phenomenal overlapping, 
emphasizing the spatial relation between the two objects; 
Kanisza (1975) named it amodal completion, focusing on the 
observer who is completing the partially hidden figure; 
Gibson (1979) called it occlusion, referring to the front 
object interrupting light rays coming from the object behind; 
and Buffart et al. (1981, 1983) used the term figural 
completion, anticipating what figure is seen behind as a 
function of figural properties of the drawing shown as in 
Figure 6.1. 
Figural Completion. 
What figure is seen behind the square? 
FIGURE 6.1 
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In this study we will use the term occlusion and any of the 
other terms loosely to explain a state which results ,when 
one object is interpreted as partially obscures or occludes 
the outline of another object. The object which obscures is 
seen as in front, and the one which is covered as behind 
(Chappanis,1953). 
The objects referred to here are represented by line 
drawings. We exclude from our discussion the case of 
occlusion where the occluding object is fully surrounded by 
the occluded object as in Figure 6.Z(a), and we also exclude 
objects with hole from our work. 
The phenomenon of occlusion gives rise to two instant 
interpretations, i.e., mosaic and completion. Mosaic is a 
state where two objects actually sit side by side in a same 
plane, at equal distance from the observer. On the other 
hand, a completion interpretation suggests that the two 
objects are positioned in two different plane of sight, one 
in front of the other, the one that is behind being completed 
in the interpretation. He lmho l tz (1867) has pointed out 
junction point cues as the sole determiner of the relative 
position of seemingly overlapping objects in space. This view 
was subsequently refined by Ratoosh (1949) who stated that 
continuity of the first derivative of the object's contour at 
the point of intersection is the sole determiner of relative 
distance. In other words, the contour which does not turn a 
sharp corner is seen as in front, as shown in Figure 6.Z(b). 
But we may have an instance where conflicting cues occurring 
in one figure. For example, in Figure 6.Z(c) we have two 
conflicting T-junction cues, and in Figure 6.Z(d) the two 
cues may lead to ambiguity. Chappanis and McCleary (1953) 
refute Ratoosh's claim. They are of the opinion that overall 
figural configuration (goodness) and meaningfulness as well 
as familiarity, are important cues as well. This view is 
supported by Dinnerstein and Wertheimer (1957). 
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(a) The occluding object A is fully surrounded by the 
occluded object B, it looks as though B has a whole in it. 
(b) A case of occlusion where A is seen as in front of B, 
the points of occlusion are circled. (c) Two conflicting 
cues. (d) Two ambiguous cues. 
FIGURE 6.2 
6.2 CRITICISMS OF GLOBAL MINIMUM PRINCIPLE 
A question arises as whether you look at local cues first or 
you look at the object as a whole. Navon(1977) supports the 
global precedence hypothesis , i.e., that information at the 
global level is invariably available prior to information on 
the local level, for example, you see the forest before the 
trees. Kinchla and Wolf (1979) suggest that size of the 
stimulus has a role in determining the speed of processing of 
local and global level; that there is an optimal size for 
stimuli, and the forms that are larger or smaller than this 
optimum are at a disadvantage. The problem is, questions 
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like: how is this optimum decided, does it vary, and if it 
does, under what circumstances, do not have ready answers. 
Walters (1986) thinks that it is possible to use simple local 
computations to extract quantities that correlate well with 
the global properties of an image. The result of such 
computational model suggest ways in which the presence of 
certain local cues could be used to perform further useful 
visual processing. 
Hoffman (1980) concludes that global and local level of forms 
are encoded in parallel . The speed of encoding is determined 
by two factors, i.e., the attention allocated to a particular 
level (retinal fixation), and the relative quality of 
information in a display at a particular level. Size is only 
one of the factors that may contribute to the quality of 
information. Other factors such as clarity (vs. distorted), 
familiarity, goodness of pattern (simplicity), continuity of 
contours, etc., need also be considered. 
We propose that, given a pattern in occlusion, the first 
decision an observer will take is to decide whether it is 
really an occlusion or a mosaic. The question then is whether 
local - global interaction plays its role at this stage or 
later. If it is a case of occlusion, then the next step would 
be to decide how the pattern is completed. 
Hitherto the reported tendencies toward simplicity are all 
based on global minimum principle, 1. e., the mtn1mum 
principle that applies to a pattern as a whole. Specifically, 
the global minimum principle states that there wi 11 be a 
preference for interpretations that are as simple as possible 
for a pattern as a whole, even if such a globally simple 
interpretation is incompatible with the simplest description 
of some parts of a pattern. Boselie (1988,1989) suggests 
that global minimum principle is only operative within the 
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constraint of locally minimal description. He gives several 
examples based on the Gestalt principle of good continuation. 
According to Boselie, the principle of good continuation, in 
fact is the formulation of a locally operating minimum 
principle: a contour whose direction remains constant can be 
described more simply than the one whose direction changes, 
or one that terminates and is replaced by another contour. 
Kanizsa (1975,1985) also stresses the role of good 
continuation in perceptual organization. He believes that a 
minimum principle applies only to local regions of a pattern, 
and that perceptual organization will not be influenced 
decisively by the demand for regularity of a whole pattern. 
However, Boselie (1988) has shown that the principle of good 
continuation is not a general principle of perceptual 
organization, and that overall figural goodness is also an 
important factor. This is evident from Figure 6.3. Figure 6.3 
(a) can be interpreted as an occurrence of three similar 
triangles in close proximity (interpretation (b)), or a 
zigzag pattern with a straight line base (interpretation 
(c)). Interpretation (b) is the most preferred and this is 
supported by the minimum principle. In this case good 
continuation is not a binding principle, but global minimum 
lS. 
From their investigation of the m1mmum tendencies in 
perception, Hatfie l d and Epstei n (1985) conclude that a 
global minimum principle which acts as a cardinal principle 
of perception will not be obtained. They believe that the 
question of whether the preference for simplicity is 
adaptive, or whether it results from the fact that the 
simpler is the more likely, are still very open. One also 
has to answer the question whether the perceptual system 
operates in accordance with the minimum principle, and if it 
does, whether the principle is mirrored in a given coding 
theory. 
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(b) and (c) are two separate interpretations of (a). Coding 
(b) yields the symbol series kakakakkakakakkakakak which is 
reduced to 3*(S[S[((k)), ((a))], (a)]) with I(N)-load=4. (c) 
can be represented by the symbol series kakbkakbkakbcl which 
is reduced to J*(S[(k),(a)]b)cl with I(N)-load=6. However, 
interpretation (b) is preferred. 
FIGURE 6.3 
Hochberg (1982), Rock (1983) and Kanizsa (1976, 1985) are 
among those who believe that the notion of a global minimum 
principle is untenable. It has been mentioned in the previous 
chapter that Hochberg believes impossible figures pose some 
difficulties for the minimum principle. In Chapter 4 we also 
noted the challenge to the minimum principle made by Rock's 
coincidence principle. Both arguments have been addressed by 
Bosel ie and Leeuwenberg (1986). Let us consider other 
phenomenological evidence, as shown in Figure 6.4, presented 
by Kanizsa (1985) against a global minimum principle. Most 
observers interpret Figure 6.4(a) as an irregular polygon 
which is partially occluded by two squares (Figure 6.4 (b)). 
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(a) 
(b) 
(b') 
@*(<k><a-b><@*(l b)@*(b)><l>) 
(c') 
SYMM[{@*(ka)}lb({@*(mc)})] 
A line drawing presented by Kanizsa (1985). (b) and (c) are 
two interpretations of (a). (b') and (c') show the coding 
made according to Buffart et al.'s (1981) coding procedure, 
which represent interpretations b and c respectively. Both 
interpretations can be represented by codes with the same 
amount of information load (1=7). The codes are written in 
the notational form used in the most recent publications by 
Leeuwenberg (Boselie & Leeuwenberg, 1985,1986; Leeuwenberg & 
Buffart, 1984) -(After Boselie, 1988). 
Figure 6.4 
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This interpretation is actually against a global minimum 
principle which predicts that the occluded figure be 
interpreted as a regular octagon (Figure 6.4(c)). Boselie 
(1988) argues that this interpretation is not against a 
minimum principle because when the figure is coded according 
to Buffart et al. (1981), both interpretations have the same 
!-load, as illustrated in Figure 6.4 (b' and c'). This, 
according to Boselie, is a direct consequence of Buffart et 
al.'s way of coding every length and angle of a pattern in 
the context of all other lengths and angles, irrespective of 
whether they belong to contours of the same or different 
surface. Therefore, according to coding theory, Figure 6.4 
(a) is perceptually ambiguous and seeing an irregular polygon 
instead of an octagon does not violate the minimum principle. 
According to Boselie (1988), the main problem in the kind of 
displays studied by Buffart et al. (1981), as reproduced in 
Figure 6.5, where two types of interpretations are 
perceptually possible i.e., completion and mosaic , is the 
assigning of a satisfactory interpretation to the central 
region: the point of intersection and the common contour. He 
anticipates that only those completion and mosaic 
interpretations that exploit the local advantage of 
continuity of sides in this central region of a pattern will 
be perceptually salient. When both a locally simple 
completion interpretation and a locally simple mosaic 
interpretation can be made, the preference will be stronger 
for the interpretation that is globally more simple. 
In the next section we will study the problem of local effect 
phenomena in more detail. We will also consider whether the 
use of I(N)-load instead of !-load may solve the problem. 
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The 25 patterns used by Buffart et al. (1981), reproduced 
for easy reference from Figure 4.3. 
FIGURE 6.5 
6.3 LOCAL EFFECT PHENOMENA 
As noted earlier, minimum principle in the context of coding 
theory assumes simplicity with regards to its globality, 
interpreting a figure in its entirety. There are cases where 
human interpretation of a pattern can only be explained by 
locally simplest descriptions, i.e., the simplest description 
of parts of the pattern instead of the pattern as an 
entirety. This phenomenon is known as the local effect. 
According to Leeuwenberg & Boselie (1988) local effect is 
natural if we consider that the cause of the effect has 
greater appeal to the perceptual system. They are of the 
opinion that a minimum principle has to be limited to some 
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local stimulus. If the local effect did not exist, the 
perceptual system would have to postpone the organization of 
incoming information indefinitely, because in principle each 
subsequent input can lead to a better organization of all 
input received up to that point. This would imply that 
stimuli never get organized at all. They conclude that the 
local effect phenomenon as demonstrated in Figure 6.6 shows 
that a global minimum principle is constrained by locally 
minimal description. 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
Simple Preferred 
(b) and (c) are two separate interpretations of (a). In 
interpretation (b), there is an effect of the left part of (a) 
on the way the right part is organized. In interpretation (c) 
the left and right part of (a) are organized independently. (b) 
is simpler than (c) but (c) is the preferred interpretation of 
(a). (After Leeuwenberg & Boseli.e (1988)). 
FIGURE 6.6 
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Van der Helm (1988) suggests that several of these local 
effects are due to the fact that the presently used measures 
for the simplicity of a pattern description, including P-load 
and !-load, do not account sufficiently for the hierarchy in 
a description. In order to let the simplest code reflect the 
preferred interpretation in the local effect cases, an a-
priori pattern partitioning has to be assumed. This, 
according to him, contradicts the minimum principle. 
A formal analysis of P-load, !-load, !(A)-load and I(N)-load 
has been given by Van der Helm et al. (1991). !(A)-load is a 
simplicity measure just like !-load, the only difference is 
!(A)-load also counts the contribution of A-form while the !-
load does not. For example, for a series ababb, a final code 
is <(a)>/<(b)(Z*(b))> for which P-load=3, I-load=4, I(A)-
load=S, and I(N)-load=4. From the analysis they conclude that 
I(N)-load is significantly better than both !(A)-load and !-
load. I(N)-load not only takes into account the irregularity 
in a code but it also accounts for the hierarchy in a code in 
a better way. Using I(N)-load leads to less hierarchy in 
pattern description, so that locally simplest descriptions 
will be made in line with the globally simplest one. 
According to Van der Helm et al. (1991) by using the new 
metric, the simplest code tends to represent less 
hierarchically organized pattern structures, and therefore 
tends to look like codes obtained by encoding pattern parts 
separately. It appears, they claim, as though many local 
effects has "disappeared" because the proper pattern 
segmentation need not be assumed a priori but follows 
directly from the simplest code. 
However, as an example, when we took Figure 6.4 (a) and coded 
it according to Boselie's (1988) interpretation, and then 
reduced the code according to the new measure proposed by Van 
der Helm, we found that interpretation (c) with I(N)-load=9 
is simpler than interpretation (b) with I(N)-load=12, (Detail 
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coding is given in Appendix A), yet according to Boselie 
(1988) who has used the figure in his experiment, 
interpretation (b) is highly preferred. This shows that 
interpretations of Figure 6.4 (a) still demonstrate the local 
effects phenomenon. The use of a new metric of simplicity of 
I(N)-load cannot simply make the effect "disappear". Another 
example to demonstrate the local effects phenomenon is shown 
in Figure 6.7. According to the result of the same experiment 
carried out by Boselie (1988), interpretation (a) with !-
load=? is simpler than interpretation (b) with I-load=8, yet 
interpretation (b) is preferred by 98% of the subjects. This 
example also does not support the claim made by Van der Helm 
et al. (1991) that the local effects might "disappear" by 
using the new metric of simplicity because we found that 
I(N)-load almost gives the same result, I(N)-load=9 for 
interpretation (a) and I(N)-load=10 for interpretation (b). 
6.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Occlusion is not a phenomenon new to mankind. Most of the 
time we do not have any problem recognizing partially 
occluded objects in their environment, yet researchers are 
still looking for a reliable model for machines to solve the 
same problem. Many researchers believe that perception tends 
to result in interpretations characterised by phenomenal 
simplicity governed by a minimum principle. This phenomenal 
simplicity can be viewed at either a local or global level. 
Buffart et al. (1981) believe in a global minimum principle 
which states that there will be a preference for 
interpretations that are as simple as possible for a pattern 
as a whole, even if such a globally simple interpretation is 
incompatible with the simplest description of some part of 
the pattern, while Boselie (1988, 1989) suggests that global 
minimum principle is only operative within the constraint of 
locally minimal description. 
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(a) and (b) are two separate interpretations of the original 
figure. (a) is simpler but (b) is preferred. This 
demonstrates that local effect property constraints global 
simplicity. (Adapted from Boselie's (1988) experiment). 
FIGURE 6.7 
The computation of a global m1n1mum principle depends on the 
two levels of coding as explained in Chapter 5. Van der Helm 
and Leeuwenberg (1991) have deliberated on the second level 
of coding, that is to rewrite primitive codes into their 
corresponding minimum codes. Based on their concept of 
accessibility, they showed that the problem of choosing 
appropriate coding rules, the problem of combinatorially 
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explosive number of possible end codes, and the problem of 
quantification of simplicity can be handled, but they hardly 
discuss the semantic level coding. In most of their examples, 
Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg start with a synthetic primitive 
code. Mapping of patterns into their primitive codes were 
only shown with simple patterns which do not involve cases of 
occlusion. The point that we want to raise here is that the 
way semantic coding is done has some bearing on the result of 
the final code. For example, let us consider Figure 6.4 
again. Boselie (1988) adopted a semantic coding which takes 
into account the relationship between the two objects in the 
pattern (the square and the polygon or the square and the 
octagon) as they are drawn on paper (not their relationship 
in space). In addition he tries to uti 1 ize any regularity 
that can be imagined to exist in the pattern, e.g., line l as 
is shown by the thin line in Figure 6.4(c') is only imagined 
to exist and in Figure 6.4(b') the angles of the polygon are 
described as identical to the angles of the occluding 
squares, and the lengths of the occluding contours of the 
square are imagined to be the same as the lengths of the 
occluded parts of the polygon. To uti 1 ize the "imagined" 
regularity in semantic coding is unnatural because it is 
accidental in nature and most of them could not be spotted by 
an observer in an instant viewing. A more natural way to do 
semantic coding is to code the objects in the pattern as they 
are interpreted. The objects are coded as separate entities 
but there is no provision in the coding theory to represent 
their relationship in space. By using this approach, coding 
of interpretations (b) and (c) of Figure 6.4 will give a 
different result in information load as shown in Figure 6.8 
(a) and (b) respectively. 
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(b) 
Coding (a) as a square, a polygon and a square yields 
kakakakamcndncndncmckakakaka, a final code of which is 
S[4*((ka))(mc)(S[(n),(d)]c)] with I(N)-load=l0. If we code 
it as two squares and a polygon, the end code is 
8*(ka)S[(m)(c)S[((n)),((d))],(c)]c with I(N)-load=9. 
Similarly, coding (b) as a square, an octagon and a square 
yields kakakakamcmcmcmcmcmcmcmckakakaka, giving a final code 
S[4*((ka))4*((mc))] with I(N)-load=G. Coding it as two 
squares and an octagon yields a final code 8*(ka)8*(mc) with 
the same I(N)-load of 6. 
FIGURE 6.8 
Figure 6.8 illustrates how the information load, as a measure 
of simplicity, depends on an artifact of the coding model. 
According to the !-load employed by Boselie, Figure 6.4 (b) 
and (c) are two ambiguous interpretations of Figure 6.4(a), 
(I-load=7 for both), but according to I(N)-load they are not, 
(I(N)-load=12 and 9, respectively), yet when we use a 
different approach in semantic coding, we get different I(N)-
load values, (I(N)-load=10 and 6, respectively); furthermore 
different ordering of objects in an interpretation might 
result in a different I(N)-load values, (I(N)-load=10 versus 
I(N)-load=9 in Figure 6.8(a)). Even though in this case the 
preference according to the minimum principle stays the same, 
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(in actual fact in this case the prediction is not in favour 
of human preference), it shows that different values in 
information load cannot be taken as an absolute criterion for 
an interpretation preference, especially if the difference in 
value is very small. At the same time we cannot deny the fact 
that I(N)-load is the strongest index of global simplicity 
available at present. 
The above also illustrates that there are cases in which 
local simplicity may over rule global simplicity. In the next 
chapter we shall look into the possibility of combining the 
two forms of simplicity in a single algorithm. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
According to Arnheim (1974) pictures are never perceived flat 
and two-dimensional, rather every image consists of two or 
more planes or shallow spaces behind the frontal plane, 
involving figure-ground phenomenon. Figure 7.1(a) is a two-
dimensional line drawings which represents two objects 
against a white background of the page, but they are seldom 
perceived as flat objects lying side by side next to each 
other (Figure 7 .1(b)), rather they are perceived as two 
dimensional objects in different spatial planes as depicted 
in Figure 7 .1( c). The perception of depth, distance, 
occlusion and figure-ground are interrelated and most of the 
times seem to occur at the same time. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Objects in (a) are two-dimensional but their arrangement may 
lead us to perceive them in depth, thus when perceiving (a), 
interpretation (c) is preferred than interpretation (b). 
FIGURE 7.1 
When presented with a line drawing like the one shown in 
Figure 7. 2 we tend to attach meanings to it and try to 
complete the figure in accordance with the interpreted 
meaning. It is most likely that the occluded object in Figure 
7.2 is a car parked behind a wall of bricks. Experience may 
have taught us this. We might have more than one 
interpretations, and sometimes we cannot make. a quick 
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decision on which interpretation to choose. This 1 ine of 
thought seems to support likelihood principle and the use of 
world knowledge. What if we have not the slightest idea about 
the shape of a car, can we complete Figure 7.2. By invoking 
simplicity and regularity an affirmative answer is possible. 
For example in this case, we can sti 11 infer a correct 
interpretation by obtaining a mirror symmetry of the occluded 
object along the vertical line. We are taking a bottom up 
approach in which no knowledge of the objects is known 1n 
order to infer the preferred interpretation, inference 1s 
based on local as well as global properties of a pattern. 
If we perceive a car parked behind a wall in the picture 
because we recognize the shape and the unoccluded wheel then 
we were using our experience and knowledge about the world, 
a bottom up approach does not assume such knowledge. 
FIGURE 7.2 
7.2 LOCAL AND GLOBAL CONSIDERATIONS 
It has been said that a major problem in artificial vision is 
the segmentation of an image into meaningful entities. Some 
studies in human visual system suggest that the information 
contained in the sti.mul us pattern is inadequate for a 
complete and stable perception, extra information must be 
contributed by the perceiver. The simplest and the most basic 
perceptual process in our visual system is the segregation of 
our visual field into figure and ground. 
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In the case of occlusion, the occluding shape is usually 
perceived as the figure and the occluded shape is usually the 
ground. In order to resolve occlusion, we not only have to 
identify figure from the ground but we also need to infer the 
shape of the ground behind the figure. This calls for an 
analysis of the figure and the ground, and towards this end 
we have used the Picture Interpretation Program (PIP) 
developed at Loughborough University of Technology Human 
Computer Interface (LUTCHI) research centre. 
Before we continue, let us define some terms which will be 
used later. An image is a bitmap displayed on the computer 
screen (Foley and Van Dam, 1982). A shape or a pattern is a 
structure perceived in the image. A point is a pixel on the 
screen denoted by its co-ordinate and colour, e.g., P(x,y,c) 
is a point P with (x,y) as the co-ordinates and (c) as its 
colour code. (Since colour is not relevant to our discussion, 
we will only mention the (x,y) co-ordinates) . A region is a 
group of pixel with the same colour code. The orientation of 
a region is usually taken as the degree of inclination of the 
region with the horizontal. The centre of gravity of a region 
is a point within the region, the (x,y) co-ordinates of which 
is calculated by adding the co-ordinates of the points in the 
region and dividing the result by the area or the total 
number of points in the region. 
PIP was developed under the Image Analysis Support 
Environment which provides a high level user interface 
comprising three sub-systems (Plant, 1989): 
a) Image storage and retrieval 
b) Physical level analysis 
c) Image utility functions 
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The image storage and retrieval sub-system provides functions 
for saving the image drawn into image data files and loading 
previously saved images into a graphical window. 
The physical level analysis sub-system provides functions for 
performing region analysis and region boundary line 
segmentation (line follower) on an image. The image to be 
analysed may be read from an image file or a currently 
existing graphics window. After completing the region 
analysis the region can then be 1 ine followed. The 1 ine 
follower function requires that the image has been analysed 
into regions. A start point on the region boundary is chosen 
and the boundary is followed. Each boundary of a region is 
approximated by fitting straight line segments. There are no 
gaps between line segments and each boundary is treated as a 
closed contour (i.e., the follower will eventually return to 
the start point). The following data is recorded for each 
line segment:-
reg1on-no: 
line-no: 
start co-ords: 
end co-ords: 
length: 
orientation: 
discontinuity: 
region identifier value 
line identifier within a region 
absolute (x,y) co-ordinates of start of 
line segment 
absolute (x,y) co-ordinates of end of 
line segment 
length of line segment 
angle (in degree) from horizontal 
positive difference between angle of this 
line segment and the angle of the 
previous line segment 
The image utility functions provides some general utility 
functions related to the handling and manipulation of images. 
One of the image utility functions in PIP is a sub-system 
called ''sketcher'' which can be used to draw pattern of an 
image in a graphic window. In the initial stage of our work 
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we used this sub-system to draw the image. Figure 7.3 shows 
an example of a near perfect line drawing which can be drawn 
using the ''sketcher''. 
When the image in Figure 7.3 has been analysed, one of the 
bounding box co-ordinates is used as a start point on the 
boundary for a boundary or line following process. It always 
chooses the lowest and left most point of each region. In the 
case of region-3 in Figure 7.3, it starts at point S where 
the (x,y) co-oordinates of S is (84,113). The data derived 
from the boundary following can be converted to Prolog facts 
form as shown in Table 7.1. This actually resides in the file 
with the extension .pl which can be generated on completion 
of boundary following process. Table 7.1 shows a .pl file 
which corresponds to the image in Figure 7.3. The leftmost 
column in the bracket denotes the region number in the image. 
Region-1 is usually the background region. Here region-2 is 
the square, and region-3 is the cross. A program has been 
written to extract relevant data from this Prolog facts file 
and translate it into the primitive codes of the 
corresponding regions in the image. Note that the line length 
is the estimated length of the line segment and it may not be 
the same as the length of the drawn line. One drawn line may 
be estimated by more than one line segment. That is why there 
exist some discrepancies in the line length of region-3 in 
Table 7.1. Since lines with the same length would be coded by 
the same symbol in the primitive code, some form of threshold 
value should be applied to the . p l file before it is 
translated into the respective primitive code. 
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Region 1 
Region 2 
7 
8 6 
9 5 
10 Region 3 4 
_11 "l 
12 2 
1 
$(84, 113) 
An example of an image which can be drawn using the "sketcher" 
utility of the PIP. Note that the common border between region-2 
and region-3 must be drawn twice so that each region is closed. 
The number on the contour of Region-3 indicates the line segment 
number designated by the line follower. Note also that a single 
line sketched may be estimated by more than a line segment. 
FIGURE 7.3 
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rg_n ls_n s_x s_y e_x e_y lgth ortn 
line_segment( 1, 1, 0, 149, 0, 149, 1, 270, 
line_segment( 1, 2, 149, 149, 149, 0, 149, 90, 
line_segment( 1, 3, 149, 0, 0, 0, 149, 180, 
line_segment( 1, 4, 0, 0, 0, 149, 149, 270, 
line_segment( 1, 0, 1, 4, -1 , -1 , -1, -1 , 
line_segment( 2, 1, 111, 73, 155, 73, 44, 0, 
line_segment( 2, 2, 155, 73, 155, 25, 48, 90, 
line_segment( 2, 3, 155, 25, 111, 25, 44, 180, 
line_segment( 2, 4, 111, 25, 111, 73, 48, 270, 
line_segment( 2, 0, 1, 4, -1 , -1, -1 , -1 , 
line_segment( 3, 1, 84, 113, 111, 113, 27, 0, 
line_segment( 3, 2, 111, 113, 111, 93, 19, 90, 
line_segment( 3, 3, 111, 93, 133, 93, 22, 0, 
line_segment( 3, 4, 133, 93, 133, 74, 19, 90, 
line_segment( 3, 5, 133, 74, 110, 74, 22, 180, 
line_segment( 3, 6, 110, 74, 110, 45, 29, 90, 
line_segment( 3, 7, 110, 45, 84, 45, 26, 180, 
line_segment( 3, 8, 84, 45, 84, 73, 27, 270, 
line_segment( 3, 9, 84, 73, 59, 73, 25, 180, 
line_segment( 3, 10, 59, 73, 59, 93, 20, 270, 
line_segment( 3, 11, 59, 93, 84, 93, 24, 0, 
line_segment( 3, 12, 84, 93, 84, 113, 20, 270, 
line_segment( 3, 0, 1, 12, -1 , -1 , -1 , -1, 
Prolog facts in a file with the extension .pl as generated 
by the boundary follower (except for the headings). rg_n is 
the region number, ls_n is the line segment number, s_x and 
s_y are the x and y starting co-ordinates respectively, e_x 
and e_y are the x and y ending co-ordinates respectively, 
lgth is the length of the line segment in pixel, ortn is the 
orientation of the line segment and disc is the angle of 
discontinuity between successive line segments. 
TABLE 7.1 
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A ''region splitter'' has been implemented within PIP as a set 
of Prolog predicates which allow rule-based determination and 
analysis of a set of virtual lines along which an image 
region may be split. The predicates are sub-divided into 
three functional groups; initialization, region splitting, 
and analysis of virtual lines. These groupings represent the 
processing sequence for each image to be split. During the 
initialization process the vertices wi 11 be labelled as 
concave or convex in an anti-clockwise direction. A left turn 
from previous line denotes a convex vertex while a right turn 
from the previous line denotes a concave vertex. The region 
splitting predicates use the data derived by the 
initialization process to determine potential virtual lines 
which passes through two concave region vertices or between a 
convex and a concave region vertex. Virtual line 
determination is based on certain perceptual rules such as 
line continuation, mirror symmetry, lines extension and 
parallelism as was discussed in chapter 3 of the thesis. One 
setback of the system is that the region to be analysed has 
to be filled homogeneously. Therefore it works only on one 
region at a time. Two regions with a common boundary will be 
recognized as only one single homogenous region. This poses 
some difficulty in analysing and the splitting of occluded 
pattern. For· pattern with local cues such as the one shown in 
Figure 7.4 we can still infer many interpretations even 
though it is presented as a homogenous region, but for other 
patterns with no local cue such as shown in Figure 7.5, once 
they a re presented as a homogenous region, it is very 
difficult to perceive that each of them consists of two 
regions, the common border is lost once they are filled 
homogeneously. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(a) shows a homogeneous pattern wi. th the enci.rcled local 
cues. Using the principle of good continuation we can extend 
the edges from the local cues as shown in (b) and infer that 
the pattern can be perceived as in (c) or (d). 
FIGURE 7.4 
c 
d 
(a) and (c) are two examples of pattern with no local cues, 
if they are filled homogeneously with the same colour as the 
boundary as in (b) and (d) respectively, then we would not 
be able to tell that the pattern consists of more than one 
regi.on. 
FIGURE 7.5 
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We have filled the pattern in Figure 7. 3 as a homogenous 
region and run it through the ''region splitter''. On 
completion, we found that we can have up to 115 possible 
different splits. A few of the possibilities are shown in 
Figure 7.6. The number of possible interpretations is far too 
many to be practical. If we perceive the pattern as 
consisting of two regions, a cross and a square, then there 
are only three feasible interpretations as shown in Figure 
7.7, and only one i.e., Figure 7.7 (c) is actually preferred. 
D 
(a) (b) 
(a) shows a few examples of virtual lines generated by the 
"Region Spli tter" (SPLIT). SPLIT may generate one or more 
virtual line at a time, an instance of which will be taken 
as an option to split. If the three virtual lines shown are 
generated at an instance then the option is A,B,C,D i.e., 
the region is split into four sub-regions. (b) shows another 
possible option. A total of 115 options were generated by 
SPLIT . 
FIGURE 7.6 
Therefore to resolve occlusion, first of all we have to 
recognize that there exist at least two different regions, 
the occluding and the occluded regions. If the two regions 
are filled as a homogenous region then the idea of occlusion 
is lost. Though we can get many viable interpretations from 
the kind of patterns such as shown in Figure 7.4, even if 
they are viewed as homogenous regions, most patterns fail to 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(a) The cross and the square as a pattern consisting of two 
separate regions. (b), (c), and (d) are three possible 
interpretations of (a), only (c) is actually preferred. 
FIGURE 7.7 
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indicate occlusion once they are presented as homogenous. 
Furthermore from the above result it is obvious that the 
''region splitter'' cannot deliver viable result in the context 
of resolving occlusion. Due to this reason we have dropped 
the idea of using the ''region splitter'' as an aid to resolve 
occlusion. This gives us an indication that somehow we have 
to pay attention to the point of occlusion i.e., the extreme 
points along the line where the two different regions meet. 
The abi 1i ty to differentiate between an occlusion and a 
mosaic is important in the interpretation process. 
Generally the figure is more impressive, easier to perceive 
and simpler than the ground. In Chapter two we have mentioned 
briefly that closedness, area, and orientation may determine 
the figure from the ground. However, the two most important 
factors, especially in relationship to the phenomena of 
occlusion, are symmetry and concavity. This point is 
elaborated in the following paragraphs. 
Symmetry plays a leading role in distinguishing figure from 
the ground. It has been mentioned in Chapter two that regions 
with symmetrical shapes tend to be seen as figures. Shapes 
can be symmetrical along certain lines or axes which are 
called the lines of symmetry. 
A region is said to be symmetrical along a line of symmetry 
if for every point on the boundary on one side of the line of 
symmetry there exist a corresponding mirror image point on 
the boundary on the other side of the line of symmetry. In 
most cases, the line of symmetry is the line of orientation 
of the region. Figure 7.8 shows a few examples of symmetrical 
regions. Shapes with more line of symmetry are simpler and 
thus more stable compared to shapes with less 1 ine of 
symmetry. For instance, Figure 7.9(a) with four lines of 
symmetry is simpler, (I(N)=S) than Figure 7.9(b) with only 
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one line of symmetry, (I(N)=8). (Refer Appendix A for the 
coding details). This might explain why in Figure 7.10, (a) 
is interpreted as (b), not as (c), or rather interpretation 
(c) is unlikely. If we compare the two objects in Figure 
7.10, we will find that the square and the cross, each has 
the same number of line of symmetry. This suggests that the 
two objects are equally qualified as figures, thus indicating 
a case of mosaic rather than occlusion. However, one can 
question whether this line of argument can be taken as a 
general principle. Let us consider the pattern in Figure 
7.11, the square with 4 lines of symmetry can be considered 
as the figure compared to the other object in the pattern 
which has only 3 lines of symmetry (assuming that the object 
is drawn correctly), thus suggesting an occlusion. Even 
though the preferred completion has fewer line of symmetry, 
it does not violate the first assumption that decides for 
occlusion provided that the completion will not spill outside 
the pattern boundary. 
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Examples of symmetrical regi.on, (a) along the 
1 i.ne of orientation (r), (b) along the 1 ine 
perpendicular to the line of orientation (p), (c) 
along the centre of gravity of the regi.on, and (d) 
along all three of them. 
FIGURE 7.8 
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The cross in (a) which has more line of symmetry is 
simpler compared to the extended cross in (b) which 
has less line of symmetry. 
FIGURE 7.9 
But then how would we explain the preference to view Figure 
7.1Z(a) as a case of completion rather than a mosaic while 
both objects in the pattern have the same number of line of 
symmetry? This is explained by the fact that there is a 
stronger tendency for the two extreme sides which enclose the 
convexities on the common border to converge (see the 
discussion on convexity below). While an interpretation as 
Figure 7.1Z(b) is avoided because it produces an angle at the 
point of occlusion, continuation of converging lines, as 
shown in Figure 7.1Z(c), in general will always be preferred. 
In this case the line of symmetry is not the determining 
factor. 
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(a) 
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(a) (b) 
The cross and the square has equal number of line 
of symmetry. (a) is perceived as in (b) and not as 
in (c). 
FIGURE 7.10 
(b) (c) 
Assume that the bow-like object on top of the 
square in (a) is symmetrical along three lines of 
symmetry, completion as in (c) is preferred over 
mosaic interpretation as in (b). 
FIGURE 7.11 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(a) is not interpreted as mosaic even though both regions 
has only one 1 ine of symmetry. Tendency to complete is 
stronger due to 1 ine continuity and convergence, (c) is 
preferred over (b) to avoid concave angles at completion 
points. 
FIGURE 7.12 
Concavity versus convexity is another factor which influence 
our perception of figure and ground. It has been mentioned 
that in general a more convex shape tends to be seen as 
figure as opposed to a less convex shape. For example, in 
Figure 7.13 we perceive (a) as a black figure on a grey 
background while in (b) we tend to perceive the black star-
like shape as a hole which is exposing part of the background 
in the grey region. 
A naive way to determine whether a region has a concave or 
convex shape is by connecting each point on the boundary to 
each other by an imaginary straight line. If every imaginary 
straight line is within the area of the region then the 
region has a convex shape, otherwise it has a concave shape. 
This is demonstrated in Figure 7.13 (c) and (d). 
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c d 
(a) and (b) demonstrate the contrast between figure and 
ground. Dashed lines in (c) and (d) are imaginary straight 
lines joining the vertices. 
FIGURE 7.13 
Another way of identifying concavity and convexity is to walk 
around the region in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction 
and label each angle in the region as convex or concave. If 
we assume an anti-clockwise direction then every left turn 
from the previous boundary line signals a convex angle, and 
every right turn from the previous line signals a concave 
angle. This can be implemented by using a binary code which 
can assume the values ''+'' or ''-'' to match every angle in the 
region based on the direction of turn, when a walking 
direction is established. For example, Figure 7.14 (a) can be 
coded as [+,+,+,+,+] or [-,-,-,-,-] depending on the starting 
vertex and the direction of walk. They are called omogenous 
codes. Figure 7.14(b) can be coded as [+,+,-,+,+,+,+]or [-,-
,+,-,-,-,-],and are called mixed codes. Omogenous codes 
correspond to a convex region and mixed codes correspond to 
region with concavities. A region with more concavities is 
said to be more complex. Shapes in Figure 7.14 are ordered in 
increasing complexity from (a) to (d). 
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+ + 
a b c d 
Here "+" symbol corresponds to a convex angle and a "-" 
corresponds to a concave angle, assuming the shapes are 
walked in an anti-clockwise direction starting from the 
lowest left most point. Then (c) and (d) can be coded as 
[+,+,-,+,+,-,+] and [+,-,+,-,+,-,+,-,+,-] respectively. 
FIGURE 7.14 
We can label the region vertices by using the angle of 
discontinuity as generated by the line follower in the PIP. 
Acute angle corresponds to a convex vertex and obtuse angle 
corresponds to a concave vertex. 
Here we are more interested in concave regions because 
generally concavities coincide with a higher probability of 
occlusion. Even though concavity is not a necessary nor a 
sufficient condition to identify occlusion and there are 
cases of convex occlusion (occlusion without involving any 
concavity), concavities may represent some form of 
"perceptive instability" which might lead to correct 
completion hypotheses. For example in Figure 7.15 we perceive 
a polygon being occluded by a square. We can get rid of the 
concavity by continuing the two segments that enclose the 
concavity of the polygon. They converge behind the square and 
a completion is produced. It was found that this 
interpretation is preferred over a mosaic which contains a 
concave angle. In the same manner three types of completion 
can be proposed to replace concavity: 
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a) IF the extreme sides of the concavity lie on the same line 
THEN replace the concavity with the segment connecting 
the two sides in a straight line. This type of completion 
is shown in Figure 7.16(a). 
b) IF the extreme sides of the concavity converge in a new 
vertex OR converge in an extreme vertex of one of the 
side THEN continue the relevant side(s) to allow the 
convergence. This type of completion is shown in Figure 
7.16(b and c). 
c) IF the extreme sides of the concavity diverge OR are 
parallel THEN replace the concavity by a straight line 
connecting the two extreme points. This type of 
completion is shown in Figure 7.16(d and e). 
a b c 
The polygon in (a) is perceived as either in (b) or (c). (c) 
is preferred over (b) because it avoids concavity. 
FIGURE 7.15 
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Different types of completion can be proposed to avoid 
concavity. (a) is based on line continuation, (b and c) is 
based on convergence, and (d and e) is based on minimal 
distance. 
FIGURE 7.16 
The above completion proposals were considered in isolation 
from other factors such as symmetry and regularity. Avoiding 
concavity at a local level does not always result in a 
preferred interpretation. This is evident from Figure 7.17 
where a mosaic interpretation is preferred over completion 
even though the completion would avoid concavity on the 
common boundary of the two regions. Can we not explain the 
preference in such cases with respect to concavity-convexity 
alone? In this case if we continue all the sides that 
contain concavities inward, each continuous side meets the 
continuation of another side of the concavity, a convex shape 
is formed within the concave region. This actually tells us 
that the concavities are regular and in harmony to each 
other, and these kind of concavities are preferred because 
they are as good as convexities. Boseli (1988) referred to 
the kind of inward continuation as "locally simple". However 
this cannot be a generalized rule by itself, as illustrated 
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by Figure 7.18. In Figure 7.18 inward continuation of all 
sides which contain concavities also meet each other and an 
internal concave shape is formed, but mosaic is not 
preferred, instead a completion as shown in Figure 7.18(c) is 
perceived behind the square. 
In both cases (Figure 7.17 and Figure 7 .18), we have 
concavity on the common border; the sides that contain a 
concave angle are locally simple, i.e., they can be continued 
inwards to meet the continuation of another side which also 
contain a concave angle; the mosaic interpretation is 
simpler than the completion interpretation (i.e., based on 
information load , I(N)-load=4 for mosaic versus I(N)-load=6 
for completion in Figure 7.17 and I(N)-load=S for mosaic 
versus I(N)-load=6 for completion in Figure 7.18, please 
refer to Appendix A for the coding details), the only 
difference is that in Figure 7.17 the extension of the 
extreme sides that enclose the line of occlusion diverge 
while in Figure 7.18 the extension of the relevant sides 
converge behind the square. However, this difference is not 
significant because if we recall Figure 7.11, the sides of 
the cross that enclose the line of occlusion also converge 
behind the square but completion is not preferred, even 
though other factors are similar, as above. 
From the above discussion we can conclude that neither 
symmetry nor concavity can be taken as a sole factor in 
determining completion and mosaic. In the next section we 
will look in more detail at junction types and we will 
examine whether they have any bearing on the interpretation 
of occlusion. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(a) shows a star shape region being occluded by a parallelogram, 
if we continue (inwards) all of its sides that contain concave 
angle, they meet and form a convex shape as shown in (b), this 
leads to a mosaic interpretation which is preferred. A completion 
interpretation which avoid concavity along the line of occlusion 
such as shown in (c) will not always be preferred. 
FIGURE 7.17 
(a) (b) (c) 
Consider the occluded region behind the square, tf we continue 
(inwards) all of its sides that contain concave angle, they meet 
and form a convex shape as shown in (b), yet most people wi 11 
interpret (a) as a completion rather than a mosaic . The shape of 
the occluded region when completed is as shown in (c). 
FIGURE 7.18 
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7.3 JUNCTIONS INTERPRETATION 
In Chapter three we discussed types of junction based on the 
work by Waltz (1973) and Winston (1975). Since we are not 
concerned with shadows or cracks, and assume that all 
junctions are the intersection of not more than three 
regions, we have to deal with only four types of junctions 
along the line of occlusion. We define the line of occlusion 
as the common border between two regions along which 
occlusion might occur, and we define a junction as a point 
where two or more contours of different regions intersect on 
the line of occlusion. The extreme points (the start and the 
end points) along the line of occlusion are defined as the 
points of occlusion. The four junction types are Tee-junction 
(T), El-junction (L), Fork-junction (Y), and Arrow-junction 
(A). If we define a line labelled with a ">"as a contour of 
a region, the surface of which is to the left of the line in 
the direction of the ">" (based on an anti-clockwise 
direction of region analysis), and if we choose to consider 
the junction at the point of occlusion only, then the four 
junction types can occur in the situations as illustrated in 
Figure 7.19. The examples of the four junctions and their 
interpretations are as shown in Figure 7. 20. Notice that 
there is a difference between the definition and 
interpretation of the L-junction here and the one defined by 
Boselie and Wouterlood (1989). Here the angle along the line 
of occlusion inside the perimeter of the pattern is not 
considered as a legal junction type as it does not play an 
active role in the occlusion interpretation of the pattern. 
For example, point Sin Figure 7.21(a) is considered as an L-
junction by Boselie and Wouterlood, but we consider Figure 
7.21(a) purely as a case forT-junction. However, one might 
argue that there exist some ambiguity in cases such as 
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Y1 
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b=180 
T2 
T-junction 
C+d=180 
L-junction L2 
e+f> 180 f-e<180 
e<180 and f<180 e<180 and f> 180 
Y2 
Y-junction 
h 
~ 
A2 A3 
9<=90 AND h> 180 OR g+h<180 
Arrow-junction 
FIGURE 7.19 
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Figure 7. 21(b), where the points of occlusion can be 
considered to be at points T1 and T2 (if Region-1 is 
considered to be in front of Region-2) or at points L1 and L2 
(if Region-2 is considered to be in front of Region-1, 
instead). In this case T1 and T2 lie on T-junctions, and L1 
and L2 lie on L-junctions. This type of L-junction is shown 
in Figure 7.21(c). According to our definitions of the line 
of occlusion and the point of occlusion, there is no 
ambiguity in Figure 7.21 since the common boundary between Tl 
and T2 is the line of occlusion, therefore Tl and T2 are the 
only valid points of occlusion, thus only a T-junction is 
valid and should be considered for interpretation. The type 
of L-junction shown in Figure 7.21(c) will be excluded from 
our further discussion on junction type because it will not 
occur on the point of occlusion. The exclusion of that type 
of L-junction does not really affect the outcome of the 
interpretation because, as will be seen later, the L-junction 
is the weakest among the four types of junction in respect to 
completion preference. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Examples of the four different junction types at the points 
of occlusion, (a) shows A-junction and T-junction (marked 
by A and T respectively), (b) shows two L-junctions (marked 
by L), and (c) shows two Y-junctions (marked by Y). 
FIGURE 7.20 
s 
L1 
T2 
T1 
L2 
a<180 
OR a >18( 
(a) (b) (c) 
(a) demonstrates a square which is occluded by another 
square along the line of occlusion T1ST2, where Tl and T2 
are the points of occlusion having T-junction type. Here S 
is not considered to be a valid L-junction as explained in 
the text. (b) illustrates what can be considered as an 
ambiguous points of occlusion pair, Tl and T2 with T-
junction type and Ll and L2 with L-junction-type. This type 
of L-juncti.on as shown in (c), can occur on the 1 ine of 
occlusion, but will not be considered for interpretation if 
it does not lie on the point of occlusion. 
FIGURE 7.21 
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Let us first consider T-junction interpretation since it has 
long been regarded by many researchers as the most important 
cue for depth perception and occlusion phenomena. Most of the 
occlusion phenomena that we have encountered involve T-
junction and more often than not the T-junction is 
interpreted as two continuing contours, meaning that the cut 
off 1 ine is interpreted as continuing behind the present 
straight line. In fact this is the simplest interpretation of 
T-junction (Boselie and Wouterlood, 1989). The interpretation 
is based on contours continuation as illustrated in Figure 
7.22. 
/ 
~ 
/ ... I ... 
I 7 
(a) (b) (c) 
(a) shows the occurrence of two T-junctions at the points of 
occlusion. The simplest interpretation of the T -junctions 
are shown as in (b) and (c) respectively. 
FIGURE 7.22 
A T-junction can occur in several different ways in an 
occlusion phenomenon. For example, we may find aT-junction 
together with some other junction types, a pair of converging 
T-junctions, a pair of diverging T-junctions, or some other 
combinations ofT-junction occurrence. What we are interested 
in is whether the nature of the junctions occurrence has any 
influence on their interpretation. Figure 7.23 illustrates 
some examples ofT-junctions occurrence and their preferred 
interpretations. 
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Examples of T-junction occurrence. (a) a pair of converging 
T-junctions (b) a pair of diverging T-junctions (c) a T-
junction which when completed converge at another T-junction 
(d) a T-junction which when completed converge at an angle 
and (e) two T-junctions with conflicting cues. Completion is 
preferred for (a), (c) and (d), but for (b) and (e) mosaic 
is preferred. These are as shown in (f) - (j). 
FIGURE 7.23 
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Possible completion interpretations of other junction types 
are as shown in Figures 7.25 to 7.27. The possibilities for 
L-junction to complete are minimal, and usually depend for 
completion on other junction types. This is why we said 
earlier that L-junction is the weakest, i.e., in view of 
completion interpretation. In fact the simplest 
interpretation for L-junction is a mosaic. For A-junction and 
Y-junction it is equally simple to interpret them as a 
mosaic, in which they are interpreted as two corners, or a 
completion, in which they are interpreted as one corner plus 
a continuing contour. 
From the above observations and the study of the preferences 
given by the subjects to the figures used by Buffart et al. 
(1981), Boselie (1988), Boselie and Wouterlood (1989) in 
their experiments, putting other factors aside, the following 
conclusions can be made with respect to the junction 
interpretations: 
• The strongest cue for completion comes from a pair of 
converging T-junctions. This is because in this case, three 
factors come together, T-junction cue, continuity of line, 
and convergence. In fact the three combined factors are 
stronger than symmetry. This is illustrated in Figure 7.27 
• T-junction has a stronger cue for completion compared to 
the other junctions. This is why when a T-junction occurs 
together with other junction types, notably arrow and fork 
junction types, there is a preference for completion. In most 
of the cases the completion interpretations are originated 
from continuation of the cut off contour at T-junction which 
meets a contour emanating from the other junction or which 
ends up at the other junction types. Figure 7.28 illustrates 
a few examples. 
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L-junction completion interpretations. Note that the 
completion is actually originated from T-junction and look 
as though the L-junction interpretation i.s "forced by" the 
T-junction completion preference. 
(a) 
FIGURE 7.24 
' 
(b) 
' 
' . 
(c) 
Y-junction completion interpretations. (a) and (b) show how 
Y- junctions are completed, they also demonstrate the 
influence of T-junctions. (c) is a case of completion with 
respect to T-junction, but i.t is actually a case of mosaic 
interpretation with respect to Y-juncti.on. 
FIGURE 7.25 
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(a) (b) 
Arrow-junction completion interpretations showing (a) A-
junction to A-junction completion and (b) an invalid A-
junction to T-junction completion. This is actually a T-
junction completion which converges at an A-junction. Note 
the direction of the continuous contour. 
FIGURE 7.26 
• An A-junction has an equal tendency either to complete 
or not (mosaic). A pair of A-junctions may complete, for 
ex amp le, in Figure 7. 29(a) they complete because of the 
convergence and line continuation as shown in Figure 7.29(b), 
otherwise they may give rise to a mosaic interpretation such 
as in Figure 7.29(c). 
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• Like an A-junction, a Y-junction has an equal tendency 
either to complete or not (mosaic). Examples of Y-junction 
pairs which completes are not readily available (nor was an 
examp 1 e given by the above mentioned authors in their 
experiments). Figure 7. 30 demonstrates a Y-junction pair 
which may lead to completion but the mosaic interpretation is 
preferred. 
• There is no reason for a pair of L-junctions to 
complete. The preferred interpretation for L-junction is two 
corners, i.e., mosaic is more likely. But if a T -junction 
occurs together with an L-junction, and the continuation of 
the cut off contour from the T -junction meets a 1 ine 
emanating from the L-junction or ends up at an L-junction 
then a completion may result. This is illustrated in Figure 
7.31. 
• A pair of a conflicting junction cues of the same type 
will lead to mosaic interpretation. This is illustrated by 
Figure 7. 32 where two conflicting cues from a pair of T-
junctions and a pair of A-junctions each result in a mosaic 
interpretation, which otherwise would lead to a completion 
interpretation. 
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(a), (b) and (c) are examples of convergence T -junctions 
pair occurrences. Their completion preferences are as shown 
in (d), (e) and (f) respectively. Note that completion is 
preferred over mosaic interpretation for the diamond shape 
symmetrical figure in (b). [Pattern (a) was used by Buffart 
et al. (1981), patterns (b) and (c) were used by Boselie 
(1988)]. 
FIGURE 7. 27 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(e) (f) (g) (h) 
(a) and (b) are examples of occurrences of A-junctions and 
T-junction pair while (c) and (d) are examples of Y-
junctions and T-junction pair . Their interpretations 
preferences are as shown in (e), (f) and (g), (h) 
respectively. Note the influence of T-junctions 
i.nterpretati.on for completion over A-junction and Y-
junction. [The patterns are taken from Boselie and 
Wouterlood (1989) as used in their experiments]. 
FIGURE 7.28 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(a) shows a pair of A-junction which lead to completion 
interpretation as shown in (b); (c) is an example of A-
junction which would be preferred as mosaic. [The preference 
for the patterns have been tested out by Bosel ie and 
Wouterlood (1989) in their experiment]. 
FIGURE 7.29 
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(a) (b) 
(a) is an example of a Y-junction pair which may lead to 
completion as shown in (b), i.e., either completes into 
region A or into region B, but have been preferred as 
mosaic by most subjects in Boselie and Wouterlood's (1989) 
experiment. [The preference for the patterns have been 
tested out by Bosel ie and Wouterlood (1989) in their 
experiments]. 
FIGURE 7.30 
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Mosaic interpretation is preferred for a pair of L-junction 
as in (a) while on L-junction which is paired with T-
junction as in (b) would be interpreted as a completion as 
shown in (c). [Pattern (a) has been tested by Boselie (1988) 
and pattern (b) was used by Boselie and Wouterlood (1989) 
in their experiments]. 
FIGURE 7.31 
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(a) (b) 
The pair of T-junctions in (a) and the pair of A-junctions 
in (b) raise conflicting completion cues with two different 
directions of contours continuation preference. Both has led 
to mosaic interpretation. [Pattern (a) is token from Rotoosh 
(1949) and pattern (b) is token from Boselie and Wouterlood 
(1989)]. 
FIGURE 7.32 
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7.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Figure-ground determination and occlusion phenomena could be 
viewed as two faces of a coin. In many cases the occluding 
object can be regarded as the figure and the occluded object 
as the ground. Even though not all principles which are 
applied to the process of figure-ground determination can be 
used to determine occlusion, most of these principles such as 
symmetry, convexity, and closedness are common to both 
phenomena. 
Symmetry is basically a global property, but it can also be 
considered as local when viewed in respect to a certain 
portion of an image. Symmetry as a global property has been 
taken into account by the !SA-form of the coding theory based 
on the accessibility criterion. This criterion claims that 
regularity and hierarchy in a code of a pattern should 
correspond directly to regularity and hierarchy in the 
pattern itself. In other words, symmetry in a pattern as a 
global property is already represented in the end code of 
that pattern and is portrayed in the I(N)-load of the 
pattern. Thus I(N)-load is a measure of a global minimum 
principle. 
In an occlusion phenomenon, if an interpretation preference 
is for completion, then one of the preferences is to complete 
by symmetry, i.e., by completing we get a symmetrically 
shaped occluded region. This type of completion is called a 
locally symmetrical completion because the completion needs 
only satisfy the property of local symmetry as explained in 
Chapter three. This is what we mean by a local aspect of the 
global property of symmetry. In our implementation a locally 
symmetrical completion is allowed only if reasons to complete 
exist and the continuation of contours of the occluded region 
(starting from the points of occlusion) do not converge 
behind the occluding region, for example, the contours are 
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parallel as illustrated in Figure 7.33. If they converge, 
then convergence is preferred. Note that the straight line 
that passes through the points of occlusion was taken as the 
line of symmetry and the completed symmetrical region must be 
contained within the boundary of the occluding object. The 
pattern in Figure 7. 33 has been tested by Buffart et al. 
(1981) in their experiment, and they found that about half of 
the subjects had completed the occluded region immediately at 
the points of occlusions as shown in Figure 7.33(c). This 
does not mean that completion by locally symmetry property as 
shown in Figure 7. 33(b) was not preferred, rather the 
subjects may not take the trouble to continue the two cut-off 
contours before converging them at a point. What is important 
here is the interpretation strategy of the subjects i.e., 
completion to produce a symmetrical region. Boseli (1988) 
also doubts whether the subjects really wanted to indicate 
that they saw the contours of the occluded figure changing 
direction at exactly the point of intersection, and since 
Buffart et al. did not stress this point in their 
instructions to the subjects, Boselie thinks this question 
remains open. In our implementation we do not allow immediate 
completion at the points of occlusion which produce angle 
such as shown in Figure 7.33(c) because this violates our 
preference for contour continuation. 
Simplicity and regularity of a region can be represented by 
the total number of lines of symmetry that the region has. 
The more lines of symmetry, the more regular and simpler is 
the region. This number can be taken as a guide to identify a 
figure from the ground, but it certainly cannot be taken as a 
general determinant for solving occlusion. In other words, we 
cannot identify an occluding region from the occluded one 
just based on the number of the line of symmetry each region 
has. 
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(a) shows an example of a pattern which has a potential to 
complete but the continuations of the cut-off contours do 
not converge (they are parallel). For this kind of pattern, 
a locally symmetrical completion by the 1 ine of symmetry 
(ls) which posses through the points of occlusion as shown 
in (b) is allowed. In Boselie's (1988) experiment 50% of the 
subjects complete the pattern as shown in (c). 
FIGURE 7.33 
After symmetry, convexity has a very strong influence on 
figure-ground determination. In the absent of other 
organ1z1ng principles, convexity may be decisive in 
identifying figure from the ground. In occlusion phenomena 
concavity is more important than convexity. The occurrence of 
concavity in a region suggest that it is occluded by another 
object. A concave angle on the line of occlusion as shown in 
Figure 7.34 indicates incompleteness. As suggested by Rock 
(1983), there is a strong tendency to avoid unexplained 
regularities in the perceptual description of patterns. The 
urge is invoked in the perceiver to explain the concavity by 
completing the incomplete figure, thus removing the 
concavity. 
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(a) (b) 
The two cut-off contours of the region on the left of figure 
(a) and the concave angle that they contain make the region 
looks incomplete. Concavity on the line of occlusion prompts 
the observer to complete the occluded region by one of the 
methods proposed earlier as shown in (b). 
FIGURE 7.34 
It has also been mentioned that closedness is one of the 
determining principles which is common to both figure-ground 
and occlusion phenomena. Closed regions are usually 
perceived as figures and those with open or incomplete 
contours are usually seen as ground. In an occlusion 
phenomenon, a complete region is usually seen as an occluding 
object (in front), and the one which is incomplete, with cut-
off contours or which contains concavities is usually 
perceived as behind (being occluded). In the context of 
occlusion, incompleteness is more important than closedness. 
Incompleteness in a figure causes the perceiver to search for 
a better percept, i.e., to complete it perceptually, but if 
the incompleteness is not severe then the perceiver opt for a 
mosaic interpretation. In the following paragraph we wi 11 
associate incompleteness to the presence of junction cues. 
Junctions are good cues for depth perception and occlusion 
phenomena. We have also mentioned that aT-junction provides 
a strong cue for completion. However, the presence of a T-
junction alone does not guarantee a completion 
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interpretation. This is evident from Figure 7.35(a). From our 
discussion in the previous section we conclude that the 
occurrence of a pair of converging T-junctions together with 
the possibility of contours continuation provides the 
strongest cues for completion. Yet this does not guarantee 
that a completion interpretation will be preferred. Figure 
7.35(b) is a special case where a convergent T-junction pair 
does not result in completion. This can only be explained by 
the fact that in this case a mosaic interpretation is 
preferred because it is locally as well as globally simple. 
Local simplicity has been explained by inward continuation of 
contours from the points of occlusion which produce an 
internal convex shape, while global simplicity is based on 
minimal measurement of I(N)-load. This example demonstrates 
that completion interpretations of a pair of convergence T-
junctions can be over ruled by global simplicity. However, as 
demonstrated by the many counter-examples discussed 
previously, this does not amount to saying that the global 
minimum principle is the sole determinant in resolving 
occlusion. 
(a) (b) 
Both patterns involve T-junctions at the point of occlusion 
but both are preferentially interpreted as mosaic. 
Completion might not be preferred in (a) because of non 
convergence T-junctions, but convergence T-junctions as in 
(b) does not guarantee completion either. 
FIGURE 7.35 
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We are stressing agmn the points made in our earlier 
discussions that T-junctions are necessary for completion, 
although not sufficient (Buffart et al., 1981), and that 
locally complex interpretations of junctions are easily made 
but not in order to attain a globally minimal interpretation 
(Boselie and Wouterlood, 1989). It has also been argued by 
Boselie (1988) that familiarity, local configuration, good 
continuation, and good Gestalt alone cannot be taken as a 
general rule to solve occlusion. These arguments do not deny 
the importance of overall simplicity, local as well as 
global, in determining preferred interpretations. It would 
appear that a single simplicity factor cannot stand on its 
own, and so we cannot take any single factor as a general 
principle, but nobody can deny the fact that in combination 
these factors can explain perceptual preferences. The problem 
is, we do not know exactly how, when and in which situation 
these factors are combined, or when one takes precedence over 
another to yield the preferred interpretation. 
Our strategy is to maximize the role of local as well as 
global factors in the decision process. Local factors are 
restricted to junction cues, contour continuation, local 
simplicity, and concavity restrictions. Global factors 
include global minimum principle and symmetry. Familiarity 
which is closer to the likelihood approach is not considered 
here. This is consistent with an assumption that no world 
knowledge is available to the system prior to the 
interpretation process. Moreover, many researchers 1 ike 
Bosel ie (1988), Van der Helm (1988), and Leeuwenberg & 
Boselie (1988) have shown that many preferred interpretations 
conflict with the familiarity criterion. We view the occluded 
object (or region) as a separate entity from the occluding 
object. The spatial relationship between the two objects is 
not taken into account in the semantic coding since we only 
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code the interpreted occluded region(s). However, spatial 
arrangement is considered in determining junction cues. 
As noted above, coding, if required, is only done for the 
occluded region which needs to be interpreted. If there is no 
possibility of completion then no coding is necessary. For 
figures with more than one possible valid completion, all 
possible completion wi 11 be coded along with the mosaic 
interpretation. This is illustrated in Figure 7.36. Coding 
will be done according to the accessibility criterion and 
I(N)-load will be used as a measure of global simplicity. 
(a) 
_._---------- 1------... 
(b) (c) (d) 
The Y-junction pair at the points of occlusion in (a) lead 
to three possible interpretations as shown in (b), (c) and 
(d). Since all regions in the three interpretations have 
different shape (i.e., no region with the same shape), all 
regions have to be coded. 
FIGURE 7.36 
The first thing to look for is the pair of the occlusion 
points. Subsequently junction types are analysed before 
considering whether there is any possibility for completion 
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or not. The possibility of completion is based on the 
simplest interpretation of junction types at the points of 
occlusion. Basically we look for the possibility of 
continuing a contour of one region from the points of 
occlusion into another region. If there is no way that 
completion can be achieved by this method, then a mosaic is 
chosen as the preferred interpretation, i.e., we conclude 
that the two regions are in the same plane. If there is some 
possibility of completing the occluded region behind the 
occluding region then the completion possibilities is 
explored. 
Completion will be based on junction interpretations at the 
points of occlusion according to the rules stated earlier 
(Section 7. 3). Continuation of contours is by straight 
(smooth) line only. A pair of non-convergence contours of an 
occluded region will not be continued if they do not close 
behind the occluding region unless a mirror symmetry of the 
occluded region can be obtained. This instance is illustrated 
in Figure 7.37. 
(a) (b) 
The two cut-off contours of the triangle shaped region 
in (a) will not be continued since they do not close 
behind the square. Locally symmetrical completion will 
not be allowed in (a) since it will produce angle at 
the points of occlusion while in (b) it is allowed 
because the completion does not violate contour 
continuation principles. 
FIGURE 7.37 
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In general the system wi 11 avoid concavity in favour of 
completion. But concavity along the line of occlusion will not 
be avoided at the expense of adding new angles at the points of 
occlusion. For example in Figure 7.38, the completion 
interpretation as shown by the dotted lines are not preferred 
perceptually. 
I ' ' ' 
(a) (b) 
Immedi.ate completion to avoi.d concavi. ty on the 1 i.ne of 
occlusi.on wi.ll not be made at the expense of addi.ng new 
angles at the poi.nts of occlusi.on. 
FIGURE 7.38 
In conclusion we present below (Figure 7.39) the process flow 
of the system in reaching its decision on mosaic or 
completion interpretation, given that it is presented with a 
two-dimensional 1 ine drawing of two regions in possible 
partial occlusion. The I(N)-load mentioned in the figure is 
actually measured using criterion set by Van der Helm and 
Leeuwenberg (1991) . 
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Converging 
T-junction 
If completion is not possible then choose and dispaly 
mosaic intepretation 
Else 
Compare I(N)-Ioad for mosaic and 1-load for completion. 
If I(N)-Ioad (completion)<= I(N)-Ioad (mosaic), choose 
and dis la cam letion. 
Else 
If I(N)-Ioad (completion)> I(N)-Ioad (mosaic), check for 
local simplicity , if yes then choose and display mosaic. 
Else 
Display both, present completion as the first choice. 
Process flow in the interpretation preference 
FIGURE 7.39 
No way to 
complete 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
According to Gibson (1950) the theory of perception centred 
on the notion that we perceive object against backgrounds in 
the real world, not by perceiving form per se but by 
perceiving invariant relationships among features of the 
figure and the ground. From our study of experimental 
psychology, it can be argued that our perceptual system does 
not generally employ high level or semantic knowledge of 
objects to infer low level information about the shape and 
spatial organization of perceived surfaces. Instead, it has 
been argued, perceptual processes yield interpretations which 
keep the perceived features as simple as the data permits. 
The perception of occlusion involves a different phenomena, 
where objects or parts of an object which does not actually 
exist in the perceived picture must be inferred. Generally, 
the perceiver is able to interpret the occluded parts. What 
resources does human vision employ to arrive at a preferred 
interpretation? Many theories have been offered by 
experimental psychologists in answer to this question. The 
problem for the computational vision researchers is to arrive 
at a formulation which can be executed computationally. Of 
course it is not a straightforward task to translate a 
perceptual theory into a computational model which can be 
executed by machine. It requires a thorough understanding of 
the process of vision itself. 
We have studied numerous computational models that had been 
proposed. Most of the early models such as Robert (1969) and 
Guzman (1969) deal with line drawings and the recognition of 
the block worlds. Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981) developed a 
computational model for interpreting line drawings as three-
dimensional surfaces by proposing a three-step model for 
interpretation based on constraints on local surface 
orientation along "extremal and discontinuity" boundaries. 
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Van Tuijl (1980) studied the interpretations of complex line 
patterns and proposed that line pattern should be conceived 
as representations of objects because most two-dimensional 
retinal representations stand for objects, not for drawings. 
Therefore, pattern codes should contain information about 
objects, not about drawings. Other work such as that of 
Vernon (1987) and Biederman (1987) deal with recognition of 
partially occluded objects. The model proposed by Giovanni et 
al. (1984) is closer to our interest in that their system, 
EXPOSE, tries to restore the shape of occluded regions on the 
basis of some perceptual principles. They apply their system 
to three-dimensional scenes and they claim that it can take 
care not only of perceptual ambiguities but also of physical 
ambiguities as shown in Figure 8.1. 
~ (b) 
....._... 
Example of physical ambiguity, (a) can be interpreted 
as (b) or (c). (After Giovanni et al., 1984) 
FIGURE 8.1 
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We have also studied various theories of perceptual 
organization regarding visual pattern completion. On the one 
hand the Gestaltists suggest that perception tends toward 
simplicity while on the other hand the Helmholtzians believe 
that perception is organized to achieve the interpretation 
most likely to match the distal stimulation. Hochberg and 
McAlister (1953) initiated the search for a metric of 
simplicity which was then continued by many others resulting 
in Buffart, Leeuwenberg and Restle's (1981) Coding Theory and 
minimum principle. Even though there are many who argue 
against the minimum principle as a cardinal measure of 
perceptual preference (for example, Hochberg, 1968 who 
substituted the simplicity principle for the likelihood 
principle; Rock, 1983 who has presented many challenges to 
the minimum principle and proposed the coincidence principle 
as an alternative), we have argued that in the absence of a 
metric of likelihood or a metric of coincidence, for that 
matter, there is no way that the preference can be put to an 
empirical test. Leeuwenberg's coding model provides means to 
do just that. By using this model Buffart et al. (1981) 
claimed that a global minimum principle can explain most 
perceptual preferences, that perception will result in an 
interpretation that can be represented by a code with a 
minimal information load. 
The claim made by Buffart et al. has been disputed by many, 
for example, Hochberg (1982), Rock (1983), Kanizsa (1985), 
Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1986,1988), and Boselie (1988). 
Many questions have been raised, including the extreme view 
that a global minimum principle is untenable, the argument 
regarding the choice of appropriate coding rules, the problem 
of combinatorially explosive search for the simplest pattern 
codes and the problem of quantification of information load. 
The way ahead is to examine if one can improve on 
Leeuwenberg's coding model of the minimum principle. 
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Earlier we have noted that the critique that a global m1n1mum 
principle is untenable has been answered by Bosel ie and 
Leeuwenberg (1986) by demonstrating that all counter examples 
that the critique has brought forward can be explained by 
coding theory. On the other aspects, Van der Helm and 
Leeuwenberg (1989) have proposed the concept of accessibility 
which they claimed can be the basis of the choice of 
appropriate coding rules. The problem of explosive search for 
the simplest pattern code has been addressed by Van der Helm 
and Leeuwenberg (1986) by translating the problem of finding 
a minimal end code to a shortest route problem. The problem 
regarding the quantification of simplicity has also been 
discussed by Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1991), and on the 
basis of the accessibility criterion a new measure of 
simplicity, I(N)-load has been proposed. 
Yet another problem still persists, i.e., the local effects 
phenomena. Local effect is a phenomenon where human 
interpretation of a pattern can only be explained by simplest 
description for parts of the pattern instead of for the 
whole pattern. Several hypotheses have been offered to 
account for local effect phenomena (which by the way, only 
ar1ses as an 1ssue because of a believe that the 
interpretation of scenes is based on global simplicity). Van 
der Helm (1988) hypothesized that part of the local effects 
are due to some imperfectness in P-load and !-load - the 
metric of simplicity used. He suggested I(N)-load as a new 
measure of simplicity. Van der Helm et al. (1991) claim that 
by using the new metric, the simplest code tends to represent 
less hierarchically organized pattern structures and as a 
result many local effects "disappear". After analysis, we 
have argued that local effects cannot be removed just simply 
by using I(N)-load as a new measure of simplicity. We hold 
the view that the visual interpretation of scenes, and the 
occlusion phenomena in particular, needs to be considered in 
the light of both global simplicity and local simplicity. 
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Formulation of global and local simplicity requirements of an 
interpretation makes the interpretation preference more 
stable and free from any local effect. Local effects will not 
arise if local simplicity is given due consideration and 
blended in the decision of interpretation preferences. 
8.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
We have tested our approach using patterns drawn from two 
sets of figures that have been used in two different 
experiments, i.e. , Base 1 ie' s (1988) and Buffart et al. 's 
(1981). The reason why we choose to use those figures is 
because their interpretation preferences have been tested by 
the respective authors in their experiments. Furthermore, the 
set of figures is sufficient for representing the kinds of 
occlusion involved in two-dimensional line drawings. However, 
some of the patterns have been slightly modified to suit our 
purpose, and a few patterns have been added. We exclude 
patterns with curved boundaries and adhere strictly to 
patterns with straight lines. Since we are not testing the 
effect of orientation, for patterns with different 
orientations, we only choose the one in its most natural 
orientation (i.e., either horizontal or vertical). The 
success of our approach is measured by the correspondence 
between the system's preference and the subjects' preference 
as recorded in the two experiments. 
The main difference in our approach compared to the two 
earlier experiments is that our system does not enumerate 
all possible interpretations, instead it goes straight to 
suggest feasible interpretation. The decision is shaped 
during the process of determining which interpretation is 
most likely, mosaic or completion, not after exhaustive 
search through the enumeration of all probable 
interpretations. The decision process in our approach, 
therefore, is closer to human way of arriving at their 
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preferences. Human usually 
spontaneously without 
possibilities. 
interpret object presented to them 
the need to enumerate all 
Patterns are grouped into two categories: 
A) Patterns which have cues for completion. 
B) Patterns which have no cue for completion. 
For the patterns in the 'A' category we show both the mosaic 
and the completion interpretations. Only the interpretation 
of the occluded regions and the system preferences are shown 
(Figure 8.2). The coding details of each pattern in the 'A' 
category is as shown in Appendix B. For the pattern in the 
'B' category there is only one preference, i.e., for mosaic, 
thus we just show the mosaic interpretations (Figure 8.3). 
Alternative interpretations are few because we have already 
excluded cases of "full" completion, and furthermore we do 
not cater for imaginary completion. These are illustrated in 
Figure 8.4. 
For the patterns with no completion cues the result is always 
a mosaic. Since there arise no need to calculate the 
information load for the interpreted patterns, we just 
display the mosaic preference. The result shows that 100% of 
the system displays match the preferences shown by the 
subjects. According to the minimum codes employed by Boselie 
(1988), coding theory predicts 3 out of the 6 patterns (50%) 
as ambiguous, Z patterns (30%) as completion, and 1 pattern 
(16.7%) as mosaic. 
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The number beneath each interpretation is the respective 
I(N)-load. The x means that the particular interpretation i.s 
displayed by the system as its preference. 
FIGURE 8.2 
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Pattern 
Mosaic 
Interpretation 
Patterns with no cue for completion. 
FIGURE 8.3 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) 
(b) and (c) are two "possible" interpretations of (a). (b) 
is considered to be an imaginative interpretation because 
it is purely the "imagination" of the perceiver to perceive 
the top triangle as an occluded regular polygon. 
Interpretation (c) of (a) is an example of a full 
completion, i.e., the lower triangle is completed to the 
full extent of the region. (d) can be interpreted as (e), 
this is another example of imaginative completion. 
FIGURE 8.4 
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For the patterns with some cues for completion, every 
possible completion based on local simplicity as described 
in Chapter 7, is considered. If the completion based on local 
simplicity is compatible with the global simplicity then this 
completion interpretation is preferred. Otherwise, in the 
case where mosaic interpretation is globally simple, then we 
hove to determine whether the mosaic interpretation is also 
locally simple or not. If the mosaic interpretation is 
globally as well os locally simple then mosaic interpretation 
is preferred over completion. If this is not the case then we 
hove some form of ambiguous interpretation preference. The 
system can display both i nterpretotions, but we hold the 
opinion that the completion interpretation based on local 
simplicity is more attractive than a mosaic interpretation 
which is globally simple but has no local appeal. Therefore 
we choose to present the completion interpretation as the 
first choice. 
Out of the 15 patterns with cues for completion as shown in 
Figure 8.2, 13 interpretations (86.7%) match the subjects 
preference, while the other two (13.3%), i.e., patterns A8 
and A12 ore displayed as ambiguous. According to Boselie's 
experiment, 100% of the subjects prefer pattern A8 os 
completion. Since the mosaic interpretation is globally 
simple but not locally simple, and the completion 
interpretation is locally simple but not globally simple, the 
system marked it as ambiguous; both interpretations can be 
displayed but completion interpretation takes the first 
priority. For pattern A12, 42% of the subjects in Buffort et 
al. (1981)'s experiment prefer the mosaic interpretation and 
54% prefer completion. This pattern is actually ambiguous. 
The two small squares can be interpreted either os two 
separate regions or as an L-shoped region which is 
accidentally occluded by the bigger square at such an angle 
that two of their sides are aligned with each other. In the 
same experiment, Buffort et al. presented another pattern 
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which is similar to pattern AlZ but the two small squares are 
different in size as shown in Figure 8.5. In this case the 
preference of subjects was reversed, 49% for mosaic and 46% 
for completion. The percentage (almost about 50-50) actually 
supports our system's preference for ambiguity. The above 
result shows that for patterns with cues for completion 
almost 94% of the system's displays match the subjects' 
preferences, whereas coding theory only made nine (60%) 
correct interpretations; predicting 4 patterns (26.7%) as 
ambiguous, and misinterpreting Z patterns (13.3%), z.e., 
pattern A8 and AlZ. 
(a) (b) (c) 
(a) can be interpreted as (b) or (c). 49% of the subjects in 
Buffart et al. (1981)'s experiment prefer (b) and 46% prefer 
(c), this shows that there are some ambiguity in (a). 
FIGURE 8.5 
8.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Many aspects of line drawings and occlusion phenomena have 
not been included in our discussions. We have not addressed 
in detail the effects of context and high-level knowledge. 
We have not sped fically considered figures with holes, 
curved figures, three-dimensional figures, multiple figures, 
and multiple occlusion, and we have not examined in 
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particular the effects of other factors like colour, size, 
and orientation on perceptual preference. 
The role of knowledge and experience in visual interpretation 
must be considered. A system with world knowledge will be 
more powerful in making interpretation preferences compared 
to a system which just follows a few rules. This calls for 
extensive research in the area of perceptual cognition. 
Questions like how much and what sort of knowledge is to be 
fed into the system are very relevant if we want to produce a 
robust practical system. 
According to Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981) higher levels of 
interpretation may interact with surface perception as 
illustrated in Boring's familiar ambiguous figure, "My wife 
and My Mother-in-law" (Figure 8.6). Here we find that when 
the interpretation flips at the cognitive level, it flips at 
the surface level as well, i.e., the picture changes between 
a young woman and an old lady. Many psychologists believe 
that environmental cues, such as the predominance of vertical 
and horizontal orientations, right angles, parallel lines, 
and familiar views of objects, play an important role in 
interpreting pictures of both natural and man-made scene. 
Barrow and Tenenbaum (1981) believe that a competent line 
drawing interpretation system must eventually take all of 
these factors into account. 
Figures with holes add an additional dimension to the 
problem. There arises a need to differentiate between a hole 
in a region and an occluding object positioned in front or on 
top of the region. For example, in Figure 8.7, A and B can be 
interpreted as a hole in the respective square, or they can 
be interpreted as smaller squares occluding the bigger 
squares. This problem needs to be addressed further. 
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E.G. Boring's ambiguous figure which can be viewed in two 
stable states, as either an old lady or a young woman, 
illustrating the relationship between interpretations at 
cognitive level and surface level. 
FIGURE 8.6 
In most cases the approach taken and the results obtained 
from straight line two-dimensional figures can be generalized 
to curved figures. The problem is how to generate primitive 
codes from such figures. Since the semantic mapping depends 
on line lengths and :the angles that they contain, the 
mechanism will need to be developed further to handle curved 
figures. 
Q -
B 
I 
A and B can be interpreted as holes in the pattern or as 
smaller squares occluding the respective bigger squares. 
FIGURE 8.7 
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To be useful in a real world situation, three-dimensional 
figures need to be considered. Interpretation of the 
phenomena of occlusion in a three-dimensional environment 
involves more variables 1 ike adjacent consistency and 
veridicality (adjacent consistency checks whether 
interpretation of a surface is consistent with the 
interpretation of the next surface of the same object, and 
veridicality checks that interpretation of an object is in 
harmony with the interpretation of the other objects in the 
occlusion phenomena). Currently a research in three-
dimensional figures is concerned with scene recognition. 
Attention needs to be given to the interpretation of three-
dimensional objects in partial occlusion. 
Most of our discussion are devoted to figures consisting of 
only two regions or objects. This should be extended to 
multiple figures, i.e., figures consisting of more than two 
objects. Multiple figures will give rise to occurrence of 
multiple occlusion and compound occlusion. These occurrences 
are illustrated in Figure 8. 8. Further work need to be 
considered to address those cases. 
A A 
(a) (b) 
(a) Multiple occlusion, where A occludes B and B 
occludes C. (b) Compound occlusion where A occludes B 
and both A and B occlude C. 
FIGURE 8.8 
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The effect of colour, size, orientation, and many other 
factors of visual preference will need detailed 
investigation. This calls for further and continuous research 
by experimental psychologists and computational vision 
researchers. The challenge is far from over. We have seen 
that stimulus pattern tends to be perceived as a simple 
structure. In the process, more than one perceptual factor is 
probably detected. These factors may complement and support 
each other, or conflict, leading to conflicting perceptual 
hypothesis. How do we decide which factor or factors 
dominate? Even for the factors and visual principles put 
forward by the Gestalti sts, it has not been determined 
conclusively "which dominate what". Much further research is 
required in order to resolve this problem. 
8.4 FINAL REMARKS 
Perception is active. It is an interaction between the 
perceiver and the stimulus through the environment. Each has 
its own role in the perceptual process but the perceiver 
(human) is and will always be in the commanding position. 
Curiosity encourages us to study and attempt to understand 
the processes involved, and we are likely to succeed in 
translating these understandings into some forms of 
mechanical process. Yet our understanding of human perceptual 
processes is certainly very 1 imi ted indeed and we will 
probably never be able to understand fully the details of 
their workings. This means that there will always be space 
for seekers of knowledge to explore. 
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Appendix A: 
Coding details of some specified figures in the 
text. 
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The patterns in the respective figures are shown. The first 
line following each pattern is the primitive code. I(N)-load 
is represented by I(New). The last line is the minimum end-
code. 
Pattern: Figure 6.4(b') 
kakxlbllbllbllblblblkakxlbllbllbllblblblkaka 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 44 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=l2 
found in a computing time of 8.52 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kakxlbllbllbllblblblkakxlbllbllbllblblblkaka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k),(a)]2*(x S[S[S[(((l))),(((b))!)ll b S[(l),(b)] S[(k),(a)]) a 
-------------------------------------
Pattern: Figure 6.4( c') 
kakaka kl b m erne me me me me me m b lkakakak 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 33 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=9 
found in a computing time of 0.24 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kakakakl bm erne me me m c me me m blkakakak 
.. 
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The following minimum code has been found: 
S[S[S[(((k))),(((a)))],((a))] (I) (b) S[S[(((m))),(((c)))],((c))],(c)] 
Pattern: only occluded part of Figure 6.4(b') 
mcndncndncmc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 12 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic pexmutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
mcndncndncmc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(m) (c) S[((n)),((d))],(c)] c 
Pattern: only occluded part of Figure 6.4(e') 
mcmcmcmcmcmcmcmc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 16 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=3 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
mcmcmcmcmcmcmcmc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
8*(m c) 
,• 
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Pattern: Figure 6.7(a) 
k a k a k k ak a k k a k a k b I b m b m b 1 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 23 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=9 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kakakkakakkakakblbm bm bl 
The following minimum code has been found: 
3*(S[(k) (a),(k)]) b S[(l) (b) (m),(b)] 
Pattern: Figure 6.7(b) 
klalall alalkbk bm bn b n bm 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 22 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=IO 
foun\l in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
klalall alalk bk b m b n b n bm 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((l)) ((a)),((!))]] S[(b),(k)] S[(m) (b) (n),(b)] 
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.. 
Pattern: Figure 7.10(a) 
kakbkakakbkakakbkakakbka 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 24 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one; starting at symbol 1: 
kakbkakakbkakakbkakakbka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
4*(k S[(a) (k),(b)]) 
Pattern: Figure 7.1 O(b) 
kalblalalblalalblaka 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 20 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=8 
found in a computing time of 0.24 sec. 
The lirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kalblalalblalalblaka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((a)) ((l)),((b))] S[((l)),((a))].(b)] a 
b 
.1: 
.. 
b 
l 
.. 
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Pattern: Figure 7 .18(b) 
kakbkakbkakbkakb 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 16 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=4 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kakbkakbkakbkakb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
4*(S[(k),(a)] b) 
Pattern: Figure 7.18(c) 
kakblbkakckakc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 14 
The new information load of a ini'nimum code is: I(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 5: 
lbkakckakckakb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
I S[<((b)) ((a)) ((c))>l<((k))>,(a)] 
·------------------------------------
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Pattern: Figure 7.19(b) 
kakbkakakbkakakbka 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 18 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kakbkakakbkakakbka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
3*(k S[(a) (k),(b)]) 
Pattern: Figure 7.19(c) 
kalblalalblakc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 14 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The .first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalblalalblakc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((a)) ((l)),((b))],(l)] c 
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Appendix 8: 
Coding details of Figure 8.2 in the text. 
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The following are the patterns in Figure 8.2, reproduced with 
the encoding parameters. 
Pattern 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
Mosaic 
Interpretation 
c 
b 
' 0 i' 
• 
m 
Completion 
Interpretation 
c ' " 
b 
m 
le 
d"' 
" ' 
.,. 
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A5 
A6 
A7 
AB 
a. 
't].l: e-a. b m 
p 
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A9 
AlO 
All 
-
A12 
n 
11 
b m 
11 
J: 
b 
A: 
11 
,. 
D. 0. 
- A: 
.. 
b m 
l 
11 
b 
l 
11 
m 
z 
b...---
.JI 
- A: 
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l 
c 
m 
A13 
m 
n 
c A14 
b b m 
l l 
~ ~ 
.. A: 
A15 
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The following are the coding details of the mosa1c 
interpretation of patterns Al to AlS of Figure 8.2. The first 
line following each pattern is its primitive code. I(N)-load 
is represented by I(New). The last line is the minimum end-
code. 
Pattern: Al 
kakbkclckbkakdmd 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 16 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I( new)= 7 
found in a computing time of 0.08 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol!: 
kakbkclckbkakdmd 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[ <((k))>/<((a)) ((b)} ((c))>,(l)] S[(d),(m}] 
--
Pattern: A2 
kakalakakala 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 12 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kakalakakala 
The following minimum code has been found: 
2*(S[(k},(a)] S[(a),(l}]} 
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Pattern: A3 
kalbmckalbmc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 12 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=7 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalbmckalbmc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
2*(k a 1 b m c) 
Pattern: A4 
kalalakbmcmb 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 12 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=7 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalalakbmcmb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a) (l),(a)] S[(b) (m),( c)] 
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Pattern: AS 
kakakblcldkemfmg 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 16 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=l2 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kakakblcldkemfmg 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a),(k)] b S[(l),(c)] d k e S[(m),(t)] g 
Pattern: A6 
kalbm blakancna 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 14 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I( new)=? 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 3: 
lbmblakancnaka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(l) (b),(m)] S[S[((a)),((k))] (n),(c)] 
•• 
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Pattern: A7 
kalambmalakc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 12 
The new information load of a minimum code is: l(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalambmalakc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((a)),((l))] (m),(b)] c 
Pattern: AS 
kalbmcndkalbmcndkalbmcndkalbmcnd 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 32 
The new information load of a minimum code is: l(new)=9 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is.the following one, starting at symbol!: 
kal bmc ndkal b mend kal b mend kal bmc nd 
The following minimum code has been found: 
4*(kal b men d) 
Pattern: A9 
kalbmanamblakalbla 
.. 
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Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 18 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=8 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic petmutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 4: 
bmanam blakal blakal 
The following minimum code has been found: 
Sf(b) (m) (a),(n)l SfSf((l)) ((a)),((k))l.(b)l 
-------------------------------------
Pattern: A10 
kakbkakakbkakakbkakakbka 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 24 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, staning at symbol 1: 
kakbkakakbkakakbk~kakbka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
4*(k S[(a) (k),(b)]) 
Pattern: All 
kalblblclblbla 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 14 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalblblclblbla 
.. 
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The following minimum code has been found: 
k S[(a) S[((l)) ((b)),((!))],( c)] 
-------------------------------------
Pattern: Al2 
kakakakakakakaka 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 16 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=3 
found in a computing time of 0.06 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kakakakakakakaka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
8*(k a) 
Pattern: Al3 
kalbmcmcmblakdmd 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 16 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=9 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kalbmcmcmblakdmd 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a) (I) (b) (m) (c),(m)] S[(d),(m)] 
'• 
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Pattern: Al4 
kalblakcmbmckalblakcmbmc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 24 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=S 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalblakcmbmckalblakcmbmc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
2*(S[(k) (a) (!),(b)] S[(c) (m),(b)]) 
Pattern: A15 
kal bl amc n bnc m a 1 b 1 a!cd 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 20 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=9 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalblamcn bncmalblakd 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((a)) ((!)),((b))] (m) (c) (n),(b)] d 
. 
• 
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The following are the coding details of the completion 
interpretation of patterns Al to AlS of Figure 8.2. The first 
line following each pattern is its primitive code. I(N)-load 
is represented by I(New). The last line is the minimum end-
code. 
Pattern: AI 
k a 1 b 1 c. m c 1 b 1 a k d 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 14 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=7 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol!: 
kalblcmclblakd 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a) S[((l)),((b))] (c),(m)] d 
.· 
Pattern: A2 
kalamalakb 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 10 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kalamalakb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((a)),((l))],(m)] b 
-------------------------------------
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Pattern: A3 
kalblakc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 8 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalblakc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a) (!),(b)] c 
Pattern: A4 
kalalakb 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 8 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalalakb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a) (l),(a)] b 
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Pattern: AS 
kalakbmb 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 8 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kalakbmb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a),(l)] S[(b),(m)] 
Pattern: A6 
kakblclb 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 8 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=5 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol I: 
kakblclb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k),(a)] S[(b) (I),( c)] 
Pattern: A7 
kalblakc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 8 229 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=S 
found in a computing 'time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalblakc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a) (!),(b)] c 
Pattern: AS 
kalbmcndkalbmcndkalbmcndpdpd 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 28 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=l2 
found in a computing time of 0.10 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kal bm cndka I b m c ndkal b m c nd p dpd 
-
The following minimum code has been found: 
3*(k a I b m c n d) p S[(d),(p)] 
Pattern: A9 
kalbmanamblakc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 14 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=S 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalbmanamblakc 230 
The following minimum code has been found: 
Sf(k) (a) (!) (b) (m) (a).(n)] c 
-------------------------------------
Pattern: AIO 
kalblalalblalalblaka 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 20 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=8 
found in a computing time of 0.24 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol!: 
kalblalalblalalblaka 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((a)) ((l)),((b))] S[((I)),((a))],(b)] a 
Pattern: All 
kalbmbmbla 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 10 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalbmbmbla 
The following minimum code has been found: 
k S[(a) (I) (b) (m),(b)] 
;---- - -- -- -.. -- -- - - --- -. 
.. 
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Pattern: Al2 
kakbkakalala 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 12 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The tirst cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kakbkakalala 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[S[((k)),((a))],(b)] S((a) (!),(a)] 
Pattern: A13 
kalakbmb 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 8 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=S 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalakbmb 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) (a),(!)] S[(b),(m)] 
.. 
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Pattern: A14 
kalblamc nb ncmal blakd 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 20 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=9 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[(k) S[((a)) ((!)),((b))] (m) (c) (n),(b)] d 
Pattern: A 15 
kalblakcka!blakc 
Pattern length (number of symbols) is: 16 
The new information load of a minimum code is: I(new)=6 
found in a computing time of 0.02 sec. 
The first cyclic permutation with the minimum load 
is the following one, starting at symbol 1: 
kalblakckalblakc 
The following minimum code has been found: 
S[S[((k)) ((a)) ((l)),((b))],(c)] c 
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